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1
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
CONVERSION OF VOLTAGE VALUE TO
DIGITAL WORD

plate of each capacitor in the array is connected to the first
common rail, and the capacitance value of the additional
capacitor equals the capacitance value of the smallest capacitor in the array. The other plates of the capacitors in the array
The subject of this invention is a method and an apparatus 5 are connected to the other common rail through the changefor conversion of an voltage value to a digital word that can be
over switches whose other stationary contacts are connected
applied in monitoring and control systems.
to the ground of the circuit. The first common rail is connected
The method for the conversion of the voltage signal to the
to the non-inverting input of the comparator, and the second
digital signal known from the article (James McCreary, Paul
common rail is connected through another switch to the
R. Gray "A High-Speed, All-MOS Successive-Approxima- io source of the input voltage or to the source of the reference
tion Weighted Capacitor AID Conversion Technique", Provoltage while the inverting input of the comparator is conceedings of IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Confernected to the ground of the circuit.
ence, February 1975, pp. 38-39) exploits the electric charge
Method according to the invention consisting in mapping
redistribution in the array of capacitors according to the sucthe converted voltage value to a portion of electric charge
cessive approximation algorithm. The first stage of this 15 proportional to this converted voltage value, while charge is
method is sampling an instantaneous value of the input voltaccumulated in at least one capacitor, and consisting in
age signal consisting in accumulation of electric charge
assigning a digital word having a number of bits equal ton is
whose value is directly proportional to the input voltage value
characterized in that after detecting the beginning of the
in the array of capacitors connected in parallel. The capaciactive state of the signal on the trigger input by means of the
tance value of each given capacitor is twice as high as the 20 control module, the converted voltage value is mapped to the
capacitance value of the previous capacitor in the array, and
portion of electric charge proportional to this converted voltone of plates of each capacitor is connected to the first comage value, while the portion of charge is accumulated in the
mon rail. As soon as sampling is terminated, the process of
sampling capacitor, by connecting the sampling capacitor in
conversion of the accumulated charge value to a digital word
parallel to the source of the converted voltage during the
is realized through its appropriate redistribution among the 25 active state of the signal on the trigger input, while the duracapacitors in the array. The conversion process is started from
tion of the active state of the signal on the trigger input is not
moving the other plate of the capacitor having the highest
shorter than the assumed minimum value. After detecting the
capacitance value to the reference potential of a desired value.
end of the active state of the signal on the trigger input by
A state of the switches exploited for this purpose is controlled
means of the control module, the function of the source
by a synchronous sequential control module that generates 30 capacitor whose index is defined by the content of the source
relevant control signals. The charge redistribution among the
capacitor index register in the control module is assigned by
capacitors in the array, which is enforced in this way, causes
means of the control module to the sampling capacitor by
a change of a resultant potential of the first common rail. This
writing the value of the index of the sampling capacitor to the
potential is compared to the potential of the ground of the
source capacitor index register, and at the same time the
circuit by the use of a comparator. If the resultant potential of 35 function of the destination capacitor, whose index is defined
the first rail after changing the potential of the other plate of a
by the content of the destination capacitor index register in the
given capacitor is higher than the potential of the ground of
control module, is assigned by means ofthe control module to
the circuit, this plate is moved back to the potential of the
the capacitor having the highest capacitance value in the array
ground of the circuit, and the relevant bit in a digital word
of capacitors, while a capacitance value of each capacitor of
corresponding to this capacitor is set to zero. Otherwise, the 40 a given index is twice as high as a capacitance value of the
other plate of this capacitor is left on the reference potential,
capacitor of the previous index, by writing the value of the
and the relevant bit in a digital word is set to one. Afterwards,
index of the capacitor having the highest capacitance value in
the potential of the other plate of the next capacitor of twice
the array of capacitors to the destination capacitor index
lower capacitance value is changed by means of the control
register. Afterwards, the process of redistribution of the accumodule, and after that, the cycle is repeated until the whole 45 mulated charge in capacitors in the array is realized during
digital word having a number of bits equal to n is generated
which charge accumulated in the source capacitor is transwhere a duration of the sampling stage and a duration of
ferred to the destination capacitor by the use of the current
successive steps of the conversion process is determined by
source, and at the same time the voltage increasing on the
period of the clock signal that clocks the circuit operation.
destination capacitor is compared to the reference voltage
The voltage analog-to-digital converter known from the 50 value by the use of the second comparator, and also the
article (James McCreary, Paul R. Gray "A High-Speed, Allvoltage on the source capacitor is observed by the use of the
MOS Successive-Approximation Weighted Capacitor AID
first comparator. When the voltage on the source capacitor
Conversion Technique", Proceedings of IEEE International
observed by the use of the first comparator equals zero during
Solid-State Circuits Conference, February 1975, pp. 38-39)
the charge transfer, the function of the source capacitor is
comprises the successive approximation capacitor array 55 assigned to the current destination capacitor by means of the
whose one input is connected to the source of converted input
control module on the basis of the output signal of the first
voltage, whereas the other input is connected to the source of
comparator by writing the current content of the destination
the reference voltage while its output is connected to the
capacitor index register in the control module to the source
sequential control module through the comparator. The
capacitor index register in the control module, and also the
sequential control module is equipped with the digital output 60 function of the destination capacitor is assigned to the subseand the input of the clock signal that clocks a course of the
quent capacitor in the array whose capacitance value is twice
conversion process. Two control outputs of the sequential
lower than the capacitance value of the capacitor that opercontrol module are connected to the comparator, and the other
ated as the destination capacitor directly before by reducing
control outputs are connected to the successive approximathe content of the destination capacitor index register by one,
tion capacitor array. The successive approximation capacitor 65 and charge transfer from a new source capacitor to a new
array comprises a number of n capacitors of binary-weighted
destination capacitor is continued by the use of the current
capacitance values and an additional capacitor while the first
source. When the voltage on the destination capacitor

US 8,928,516 B2
3
observed by the use of the second comparator equals the
by the use of the current source and accumulated in the
reference voltage value during the transfer of charge from the
sampling capacitor, and at the same time the voltage increassource capacitor to the destination capacitor, the function of
ing on the sampling capacitor is compared to the converted
the destination capacitor is assigned by means of the control
voltage value by the use of the second comparator. This
module on the basis of the output signal of the second com- 5 process is realized until the voltage, which increases on the
parator to the subsequent capacitor in the array whose capacisampling capacitor equals the converted voltage value. After
tance value is twice lower than the capacitance value of the
that the function of the source capacitor whose index is
capacitor that operated as the destination capacitor directly
defined by the content of the source capacitor index register in
before by reducing the content of the destination capacitor
the control module is assigned by means of the control modindex register by one, and also the charge transfer from the io ule to the sampling capacitor by writing the value of the index
source capacitor to a new destination capacitor is continued.
of the sampling capacitor to the source capacitor index regThis process is still controlled by means of the control module
ister. At the same time, the function of the destination capacion the basis of the output signals ofboth comparators until the
tor whose index is defined by the content of the destination
voltage on the source capacitor observed by the use of the first
capacitor index register in the control module is assigned by
comparator equals zero during the period in which the func- 15 means of the control module to the capacitor having the
tion of the destination capacitor is assigned to the capacitor
highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors by writing
having the lowest capacitance value in the array of capacitors,
the value of the index of the capacitor having the highest
or the voltage increasing on the capacitor having the lowest
capacitance value in the array of capacitors to the destination
capacitance value in the array of capacitors and observed at
capacitor index register. After that, the process of charge
the same time by the use of the second comparator equals the 20 transfer from the source capacitor to the destination capacitor
reference voltage value. The value one is assigned to these
is realized by the use of the current source. This process is
bits in the digital word corresponding to the capacitors in the
controlled by means of the control module on the basis of the
array of capacitors on which the voltage equal to the reference
output signals of the comparators until the voltage on the
voltage value has been obtained, and the value zero is
current source capacitor observed by the use of the first comassigned to the other bits by means of the control module.
25 parator equals zero during the period in which the function of
In the another variant of the method, after detecting the
the destination capacitor is assigned to the capacitor having
beginning of the active state of the signal on the trigger input
the lowest capacitance value in the array of capacitors, or the
by means of the control module, electric charge is accumuvoltage, which increases on the capacitor having the lowest
lated in the capacitor having the highest capacitance value in
capacitance value in the array of capacitors and is simultathe array of capacitors and at the same time in the sampling so neously observed by the use of the second comparator, equals
capacitor connected in parallel to the capacitor having the
the reference voltage value.
highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors where the
In the another variant of the method, after detecting the
capacitance value of the sampling capacitor is not smaller
beginning of the active state of the signal on the trigger input
than the capacitance value of the capacitor having the highest
by means of the control module, electric charge is delivered
capacitance value in the array of capacitors, by connecting at 35 by the use of the current source and accumulated in the
the same time both capacitors in parallel to the source of the
capacitor having the highest capacitance value in the array of
converted voltage during the active state of the signal on the
capacitors and at the same time in the sampling capacitor
trigger input. After detecting the end of the active state of the
connected in parallel to the capacitor having the highest
signal on the trigger input by means of the control module the
capacitance value in the array of capacitors where the capacifunction of the source capacitor, whose index is defined by the 40 tance value of the sampling capacitor is not smaller than the
content of the source capacitor index register in the control
capacitance value of the capacitor having the highest capacimodule, is assigned by means of the control module to the
tance value in the array of capacitors, and at the same time the
sampling capacitor by writing the value of the index of the
voltage increasing on the sampling capacitor is compared to
sampling capacitor to the source capacitor index register. At
the converted voltage value by the use of the second comparathe same time, the function of the destination capacitor whose 45 tor. This process is realized until the voltage, which increases
index is defined by the content of the destination capacitor
on the sampling capacitor equals the converted voltage value,
index register in the control module is assigned by means of
and after that the function of the source capacitor, whose
the control module to the capacitor having the highest capaciindex is defined by the content of the source capacitor index
tance value in the array of capacitors by writing the value of
register in the control module, is assigned by means of the
the index of the capacitor having the highest capacitance 50 control module to the sampling capacitor by writing the value
value in the array of capacitors to the destination capacitor
of the index of the sampling capacitor to the source capacitor
index register. After that, the process of electric charge transindex register. At the same time, the function of the destinafer from the source capacitor to the destination capacitor is
tion capacitor whose index is defined by the content of the
realized by the use of the current source. This process is
destination capacitor index register in the control module is
controlled by means of the control module on the basis of the 55 assigned by means of the control module to the capacitor
output signals of the comparators until the voltage on the
having the highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors
current source capacitor observed by the use of the first comby writing the value of the index of the capacitor having the
parator equals zero during the period in which the function of
highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors to the
the destination capacitor is assigned to the capacitor having
destination capacitor index register. After that, the process of
the lowest capacitance value in the array of capacitors, or the 60 electric charge transfer from the source capacitor to the desvoltage, which increases on the capacitor having the lowest
tination capacitor is realized by the use of the current source.
capacitance value in the array of capacitors and is simultaThis process is controlled by means of the control module on
neously observed by the use of the second comparator, equals
the basis of the output signals of the comparators until the
the reference voltage value.
voltage on the current source capacitor observed by the use of
In the another variant of the method, after detecting the 65 the first comparator equals zero during the period in which the
beginning of the active state of the signal on the trigger input
function of the destination capacitor is assigned to the capaciby means of the control module, electric charge is delivered
tor having the lowest capacitance value in the array of capaci-
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tors, or the voltage, which increases on the capacitor having
capacitance value in the array of capacitors to the destination
the lowest capacitance value in the array of capacitors and is
capacitor index register. After that the process of redistribusimultaneously observed by the use of the second comparator,
tion of accumulated charge is realized during which charge is
equals the reference voltage value.
transferred from the source capacitor to the destination
In the another variant of the method, after detecting the 5 capacitor by the use of the additional current source whose
beginning of the active state of the signal on the trigger input
effectiveness is different from the effectiveness of the current
by means of the control module, electric charge is delivered
source. The process of charge redistribution is controlled by
by the use of the current source and accumulated in the
means of the control module on the basis of the output signals
sampling capacitor, and at the same time the voltage increasof the comparators until the voltage on the current source
ing on the sampling capacitor is compared to the converted io capacitor observed by the use of the first comparator equals
voltage value by the use of the second comparator. This
zero during the period in which the function of the destination
process is realized until the voltage, which increases on the
capacitor is assigned to the capacitor having the lowest
sampling capacitor, equals the converted voltage value. After
capacitance value in the array of capacitors, or the voltage,
that the function of the source capacitor, whose index is
which increases on the capacitor having the lowest capacidefined by the content of the source capacitor index register in 15 tance value in the array of capacitors and is simultaneously
the control module, is assigned by means of the control modobserved by the use of the second comparator, equals the
ule to the sampling capacitor by writing the value of the index
reference voltage value.
of the sampling capacitor to the source capacitor index regThe apparatus according to the invention comprising the
ister. At the same time, the function of the destination capaciarray of capacitors and at least one comparator connected to
tor, whose index is defined by the content of the destination 20 the control module equipped with the digital output where the
capacitor index register in the control module, is assigned by
control outputs of the control module are connected to the
means of the control module to the capacitor having the
array of capacitors characterized in that the source of the
highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors by writing
converted voltage is connected to the array of capacitors
the value of the index of the capacitor having the highest
whose control inputs are connected to the set of control outcapacitance value in the array of capacitors to the destination 25 puts of the control module. The control module is equipped
capacitor index register. After that, the process of redistribuwith the digital output, the complete conversion signal output,
tion of accumulated charge is realized during which charge is
the trigger input and two control inputs. The first control input
transferred from the source capacitor to the destination
of the control module is connected to the output of the first
capacitor by the use of the additional current source whose
comparator whose inputs are connected to one pair of outputs
effectiveness is different from the effectiveness of the current 30 of the array of capacitors. The other control input of the
source. The process of charge redistribution is controlled by
control module is connected to the output of the second commeans of the control module on the basis of the output signals
parator whose inputs are connected to the other pair of outputs
of the comparators until the voltage on the current source
of the array. Furthermore, the source of auxiliary voltage
capacitor observed by the use of the first comparator equals
together with the source of the reference voltage, the samzero during the period in which the function of the destination 35 pling capacitor and the controlled current source are concapacitor is assigned to the capacitor having the lowest
nected to the array of capacitors, and the control input of the
capacitance value in the array of capacitors, or the voltage,
current source is connected to the relevant control output of
which increases on the capacitor having the lowest capacithe control module.
tance value in the array of capacitors and is simultaneously
The array in this variant of the apparatus comprises a
observed by the use of the second comparator, equals the 4o number of n capacitors and a capacitance value of a capacitor
reference voltage value.
of a given index is twice as high as a capacitance value of the
In the another variant of the method, after detecting the
capacitor of the previous index. The sampling capacitor is
beginning of the active state of the signal on the trigger input
connected to the array of capacitors, while the top plate of the
by means of the control module, electric charge is delivered
sampling capacitor is connected to the source of the converted
by the use of the current source and accumulated in the 45 voltage through the closed voltage source on-off switch and
capacitor having the highest capacitance value in the array of
also it is connected through the closed first on-off switch to
capacitors and at the same time in the sampling capacitor
the first rail with which the top plates of all the capacitors in
connected in parallel to the capacitor having the highest
the array of capacitors are connected through the open first
capacitance value in the array of capacitors where the capacion-off switches in the array. The top plate of the capacitor
tance value of the sampling capacitor is not smaller than the 5o having the highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors
capacitance value of the capacitor having the highest capaciis also connected through the closed second on-off switch in
tance value in the array of capacitors, and at the same time the
the array to the second rail with which the top plate of the
voltage increasing on the sampling capacitor is compared to
sampling capacitor is connected through the open second
the converted voltage value by the use of the second comparaon-off switch and with which the top plates of the other
tor. This process is realized until the voltage, which increases 55 capacitors in the array are also connected through the open
on the sampling capacitor, equals the converted voltage value.
second on-off switches in the array. The bottom plate of the
After that the function of the source capacitor, whose index is
sampling capacitor is connected to the ground of the circuit
defined by the content of the source capacitor index register in
through the change-over switch whose moving contact is
the control module, is assigned by means of the control modconnected to its first stationary contact and the other stationule to the sampling capacitor by writing the value of the index 60 ary contact of this change-over switch is connected to the
of the sampling capacitor to the source capacitor index regsource of auxiliary voltage and also to the non-inverting input
ister. At the same time, the function of the destination capaciof the first comparator. The bottom plates of all the capacitors
tor, whose index is defined by the content of the destination
in the array are connected to the source of auxiliary voltage
capacitor index register in the control module, is assigned by
through the change-over switches in the array whose moving
means of the control module to the capacitor having the 65 contacts are connected to their other stationary contacts, and
highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors by writing
the first stationary contacts of the change-over switches in the
the value of the index of the capacitor having the highest
array are connected to the ground of the circuit. The first rail
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is connected to the ground of the circuit through the open first
rail on-off switch and to the non-inverting input of the second
comparator whose inverting input is connected to the source
of the reference voltage. The second rail is connected to the
inverting input of the first comparator. Moreover, the control 5
input of the first on-off switch and the control inputs of the
first on-off switches in the array and the control input of the
change-over switch and the control inputs of the relevant
change-over switches in the array are coupled together and
connected to the relevant control outputs of the set of control io
outputs of the control module. The control input of the second
on-off switch and the control inputs of the second on-off
switches in the array and the control input of the first rail
on-off switch are connected to the relevant control outputs of
the set of control outputs of the control module. One end of 15
the current source is connected to the second rail, and the
other end of the current source is connected to the first rail.
The control input of the current source is connected to the
relevant control output of the control module. The control
input of the voltage source on-off switch is connected to the 20
relevant control output of the control module.
In the another version of this apparatus variant, the sampling capacitor is connected in parallel to the capacitor having
the highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors while
the capacitance value of the sampling capacitor is not smaller 25
than the capacitance value of the capacitor having the highest
capacitance value in the array of capacitors. At the same time,
both of these capacitors are connected in parallel to the source
of the converted voltage in a way that the top plate of the
capacitor having the highest capacitance value in the array of 30
capacitors is connected to the source of the converted voltage
through the closed additional voltage source on-off switch,
and the bottom plate of the capacitor having the highest
capacitance value in the array of capacitors is connected to the
ground of the circuit through the change-over switch in the 35
array whose moving contact is connected to its first stationary
contact, and the other stationary contact of this change-over
switch in the array is connected to the source of auxiliary
voltage. Moreover, the top plate of the capacitor having the
highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors is con- 40
nected also to the first rail through the closed first on-off
switch in the array The control input of the voltage source
on-off switch and the control input of the additional voltage
source on-off switch are coupled together and connected to
the relevant control output of the control module,
45
In the another variant of the apparatus, a voltage supply is
additionally connected to the array of capacitors.
The array in this variant of the apparatus comprises a
number of n capacitors and a capacitance value of a capacitor
of a given index is twice as high as a capacitance value of the 50
capacitor of the previous index. The sampling capacitor is
connected to the array of capacitors, while the top plate of the
sampling capacitor is connected through the closed first onoff switch to the first rail with which also the top plates of all
the capacitors in the array of capacitors are connected through 55
the open first on-off switches in the array. The top plate of the
capacitor having the highest capacitance value in the array of
capacitors is connected through the closed second on-off
switch in the array to the second rail with which the top plate
of the sampling capacitor is also connected through the open 60
second on-off switch and with which the top plates of the
other capacitors in the array are connected through the open
second on-off switches in the array. The bottom plate of the
sampling capacitor is connected to the ground of the circuit
through the change-over switch whose moving contact is 65
connected to its first stationary contact and the other stationary contact of this change-over switch is connected to the
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source of auxiliary voltage and also to the non-inverting input
of the first comparator. The bottom plates of all the capacitors
in the array are connected to the source of auxiliary voltage
through the relevant change-over switches in the array whose
moving contacts are connected to their other stationary contacts, and the first stationary contacts of these change-over
switches in the array are connected to the ground of the
circuit. The first rail is connected to the ground of the circuit
through the open first rail on-off switch and to the noninverting input of the second comparator whose inverting
input is connected to the source of the converted voltage
through the voltage source change-over switch whose moving contact is connected to its first stationary contact and the
other stationary contact of the voltage source change-over
switch is connected to the source of the reference voltage,
while the second rail is connected to the inverting input of the
first comparator. The control input of the first on-off switch
and the control inputs of the first on-off switches in the array
and the control input of the change-over switch and the control inputs of the relevant change-over switches in the array
are coupled together and connected to the relevant control
outputs of the set of control outputs of the control module.
The control input of the second on-off switch and the control
inputs of the second on-off switches in the array and the
control input of the first rail on-off switch are connected to the
relevant control outputs of the set of control outputs of the
control module. The control input of the voltage source
change-over switch is connected to the relevant control output
of the control module. One end of the current source is connected to the voltage supply through the current source
change-over switch whose moving contact is connected to its
first stationary contact and the other stationary contact of the
current source change-over switch is connected to second
rail. The other end of the current source is connected to the
first rail. Moreover, the control input of the current source
change-over switch is connected to the control output of the
relevant control module, and the control input of the current
source is connected to the relevant control output of the control module.
In the another version of this apparatus variant, the sampling capacitor is connected in parallel to the capacitor having
the highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors
through the first rail and through the ground of the circuit in a
way that the top plate of the capacitor having the highest
capacitance value in the array of capacitors is connected to the
first rail through the closed first on-off switch in the array, and
the bottom plate of the capacitor having the highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors is connected to the
ground of the circuit through the change-over switch in the
array whose moving contact is connected to its first stationary
contact, and the other stationary contact of this change-over
switch in the array is connected to the source of auxiliary
voltage while the capacitance value of the sampling capacitor
is not smaller than the capacitance value of the capacitor
having the highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors.
In the another variant of the apparatus the voltage supply
and a controlled additional current source are connected to
the array of capacitors, and the control input of the additional
current source is connected to the relevant control output of
the control module.
The array in this variant of the apparatus comprises a
number of n capacitors and a capacitance value of a capacitor
of a given index is twice as high as a capacitance value of the
capacitor of the previous index. The sampling capacitor is
connected to the array of capacitors, while the top plate of the
sampling capacitor is connected through the closed first on-
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off switch to the first rail with which also the top plates of all
external gate signal and the comparators output signals for
the capacitors in the array of capacitors are connected through
indication of instants of appropriate state transitions in the
the open first on-off switches in the array. The top plate of the
apparatus enables an external source of clock signal consumsampling capacitor is also connected through the closed secing considerable amount of energy to be eliminated, and thus,
ond on-off switch to the second rail with which the top plates 5 it causes a significant reduction of energy consumption by the
of all the capacitors in the array are connected through the
apparatus.
open second on-off switches in the array. The bottom plate of
The accumulation of charge in the sampling capacitor and
the sampling capacitor is connected to the ground of the
at the same time in the capacitor having the highest capacicircuit through the change-over switch whose moving contact
tance value in the array of capacitors allows the required
is connected to its first stationary contact and the other staio capacitance value of the sampling capacitor to be reduced
tionary contact of this change-over switch is connected to the
twice with the same maximum value of voltage obtained on
source of auxiliary voltage and also to the non-inverting input
the sampling capacitor. Moreover, it also allows the duration
of the first comparator. The bottom plates of all the capacitors
of the transfer of charge accumulated in the sampling capaciin the array are connected to the source of auxiliary voltage
through the relevant change-over switches in the array whose 15 tor to subsequent capacitors in the array to be decreased.
Delivery of charge, which is accumulated in the sampling
moving contacts are connected to their other stationary concapacitor, or in the sampling capacitor and at the same time in
tacts, and the first stationary contacts of these change-over
the capacitor having the highest capacitance value in the array
switches in the array are connected to the ground of the
of capacitors, by the use of the current source allows the load
circuit. The first rail is connected to the ground of the circuit
through the open first rail on-off switch and to the non- 20 of the source of the converted voltage to be constrained by the
current source effectiveness.
inverting input of the second comparator whose inverting
input is connected to the source of the converted voltage
The use of two current sources whose effectivenesses are
through the voltage source change-over switch whose movwell chosen allows the conversion time to be limited while the
ing contact is connected to its first stationary contact and the
required conversion accuracy may be guaranteed at the same
other stationary contact of the voltage source change-over 25 time.
switch is connected to the source of the reference voltage. The
The solution according to the invention is presented in the
second rail is connected to the inverting input of the first
following figures:
comparator. Moreover, the control input of the first on-off
FIG. 1-illustrates the block diagram of the apparatus.
switch and the control inputs of the first on-off switches in the
FIG. 2-illustrates the schematic diagram of the apparatus
array and the control input of the change-over switch and the 30 in the relaxation phase.
control inputs of the relevant change-over switches in the
FIG. 3-illustrates the schematic diagram of the apparatus
array are coupled together and connected to the relevant conat time of starting the conversion cycle: the charge accumutrol outputs of the set of control outputs of the control module.
lation in the sampling capacitor C, connected in parallel to the
The control input of the second on-off switch and the control
source of the converted voltage UIN.
inputs of the second on-off switches in the array and the 35
FIG. 4-illustrates the schematic diagram of the apparatus
control input of the first rail on-off switch are connected to the
during the charge transfer from the source capacitor C, to the
relevant control outputs of the set of control outputs of the
destination capacitor Ck for i=n and k=n-1.
control module. The control input of the voltage source
FIG. 5-illustrates the schematic diagram of the apparatus
change-over switch is connected to the relevant control output
during the transfer of charge from the source capacitor C, to
of the control module. One end of the current source is con- 40 the destination capacitor Ck .
nected to the voltage supply. The other end of the current
FIG. 6-illustrates the schematic diagram of the another
source is connected to the first rail, with which also the other
version of the apparatus in the relaxation phase.
end of the additional current source is connected. One end of
FIG. 7-illustrates the schematic diagram of the another
the additional current source is connected to the second rail.
version of the apparatus at time of starting the conversion
The control input of the current source is connected to the 45 cycle: charge accumulation both in the sampling capacitor C,
control output of the relevant control module while the conand in the capacitor C„_ 1 connected both in parallel to the
trol input of the additional current source is connected to the
source of the converted voltage UIN.
relevant control output of the control module.
FIG. 8-illustrates the block diagram of the another variant
In the another version of this apparatus variant, the samof the apparatus.
pling capacitor, whose capacitance value is not smaller than 50
FIG. 9-illustrates the schematic diagram of the another
the capacitance value of the capacitor having the highest
variant of the apparatus in the relaxation phase.
capacitance value in the array of capacitors, is connected in
FIG. 10 illustrates the schematic diagram of the another
parallel to the capacitor having the highest capacitance value
variant of the apparatus at time of starting the conversion
in the array of capacitors through the first rail and through the
cycle: accumulation of charge delivered by the use of the
ground of the circuit in a way that the top plate of the capacitor 55 current source I in the sampling capacitor C,.
having the highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors
FIG. 11 illustrates the schematic diagram of the another
is connected to the first rail through the closed first on-off
version of the apparatus during the transfer of charge from the
switch in the array, and the bottom plate of the capacitor
source capacitor C, to the destination capacitor Ck for i=n and
having the highest capacitance value in the array of capacitors
k=n-1.
is connected to the ground of the circuit through the change- 60
FIG. 12 illustrates the schematic diagram of the another
over switch in the array whose moving contact is connected to
version of the apparatus during the transfer of charge from the
its first stationary contact, and the other stationary contact of
source capacitor C, to the destination capacitor Ck .
this change-over switch in the array is connected to the source
FIG. 13 illustrates the schematic diagram of the another
of auxiliary voltage.
version of the other apparatus variant at time of starting the
The method and the apparatus for conversion of a voltage 65 conversion cycle: accumulation of charge delivered by the
value to a digital word according to the invention is characuse of the current source I both in the sampling capacitor C,
terized by simplicity of design. Furthermore, the use of the
and in the capacitor C„_1 connected in parallel.
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FIG. 14 illustrates the block diagram of the another varithe capacitance value of the capacitor that operated as the
ant of the apparatus.
destination capacitor directly before by reducing the content
FIG. 15 illustrates the schematic diagram of the another
of the destination capacitor Ck index register by one, and
variant of the apparatus in the relaxation phase.
charge transfer from a new source capacitor C, to a new
FIG. 16 illustrates the schematic diagram of the another 5 destination capacitor Ck is continued by the use of the current
variant of the apparatus at time of starting the conversion
source I. When the voltage Uk on the destination capacitor Ck
cycle: accumulation of charge delivered by the use of the
observed by the use of the second comparator K2 equals the
current source I in the sampling capacitor C,.
reference voltage UL value during the transfer of charge from
FIG. 17 illustrates the schematic diagram of the another
the source capacitor C, to the destination capacitor Ck, the
version of the apparatus during the transfer of charge from the io function of the destination capacitor Ck is assigned by means
source capacitor C, to the destination capacitor Ck for i=n and
of the control module CM on the basis of the output signal of
k=n-1.
the second comparator K2 to the subsequent capacitor in the
FIG. 18 illustrates the schematic diagram of the another
array A whose capacitance value is twice lower than the
version of the apparatus during the transfer of charge from the
capacitance value of the capacitor that operated as the destisource capacitor C, to the destination capacitor Ck.
15 nation capacitor directly before by reducing the content of the
FIG. 19 illustrates the schematic diagram of the another
destination capacitor Ck index register by one, and also the
version of the other apparatus variant at time of starting the
charge transfer from the source capacitor C, to a new desticonversion cycle: accumulation of charge delivered by the
nation capacitor Ck is continued. This process is still conuse of the current source I both in the sampling capacitor C,
trolled by means of the control module CM on the basis of the
and in the capacitor C„_1 connected in parallel.
20 output signals of the comparators K1 and K2 until the voltage
The method according to the invention consists in that after
U~ on the source capacitor C, observed by the use of the first
detecting the beginning of the active state of the signal on the
comparator K1 equals zero during the period in which the
trigger input InS by means of the control module CM, the
function of the destination capacitor Ck is assigned to the
converted voltage value is mapped to the portion of electric
capacitor Co having the lowest capacitance value in the array
charge proportional to this converted voltage value, and the 25 A of capacitors, or the voltage Uo increasing on the capacitor
portion of charge is accumulated in the sampling capacitor C,
Co and observed at the same time by the use of the second
by connecting the sampling capacitor C, in parallel to the
comparator K2 equals the reference voltage UL value. The
source of the converted voltage UIr, during the active state of
value one is assigned to these bits b„_1, b„_2, ... , b1, bo in the
the signal on the trigger input InS, while the duration of the
digital word corresponding to the capacitors C„_l, C„_2, ... ,
active state of the signal on the trigger input InS is not shorter 30 C1, Co in the array A of capacitors on which the voltage equal
than the assumed minimum value. After detecting the end of
to the reference voltage UL, value has been obtained, and the
the active state of the signal on the trigger input InS by means
value zero is assigned to the other bits by means of the control
of the control module CM, the function of the source capacimodule CM.
tor C, whose, index is defined by the content of the source
In the another variant of the method, after detecting the
capacitor C, index register in the control module, CM is 35 beginning of the active state of the signal on the trigger input
assigned by means of the control module CM to the sampling
InS by means of the control module CM, electric charge is
capacitor C, by writing the value of the index of the sampling
accumulated in the capacitor C„_1 having the highest capacicapacitor C, to the source capacitor C, index register, and at
tance value in the array A of capacitors and at the same time
the same time the function of the destination capacitor Ck,
in the sampling capacitor C, connected in parallel to the
whose index is defined by the content of the destination 40 capacitor C„_1 in the array A of capacitors where the capacicapacitor Ck index register in the control module CM, is
tance value of the sampling capacitor C, is not smaller than
assigned by means of the control module CM to the capacitor
the capacitance value of the capacitor C„_l, by connecting at
C„_1 having the highest capacitance value in the array A of
the same time both capacitors (C„) and (C„_1) in parallel to the
capacitors while a capacitance value of each capacitor C„_l,
source of the converted voltage U,, , during the active state of
C„_2, .... C1, Co of a given index is twice as high as a 45 the signal on the trigger input InS. After detecting the end of
capacitance value of the capacitor of the previous index, by
the active state of the signal on the trigger input InS by means
writing the value of the index of the capacitor C„_1 to the
of the control module CM, the function of the source capacidestination capacitor Ck index register. Afterwards, the protor C~, whose index is defined by the content of the source
cess of redistribution of the accumulated charge in capacitors
capacitor C, index register in the control module CM, is
C„_1, C„_2, ... , C1, Co in the array A is realized during which 5o assigned by means of the control module CM to the sampling
charge accumulated in the source capacitor C, is transferred to
capacitor C, by writing the value of the index of the sampling
the destination capacitor Ck by the use of the current source I,
capacitor C, to the source capacitor C, index register. At the
and at the same time the voltage Uk increasing on the destisame time, the function of the destination capacitor Ck, whose
nation capacitor Ck is compared to the reference voltage UL
index is defined by the content of the destination capacitor Ck
value by the use of the second comparator K2, and also the 55 index register in the control module CM, is assigned by means
voltage U~ on the source capacitor C, is observed by the use of
of the control module CM to the capacitor C„_1 having the
the first comparator K1. When the voltage U~ on the source
highest capacitance value in the array A of capacitors by
capacitor C, observed by the use of the first comparator K1
writing the value of the index of the capacitor C„_1 to the
equals zero during the charge transfer, the function of the
destination capacitor Ck index register. After that the process
source capacitor C, is assigned to the current destination 60 of charge transfer from the source capacitor C, to the desticapacitor Ck by means of the control module CM on the basis
nation capacitor Ck is realized by the use of the current source
of the output signal of the first comparator K1 by writing the
I. This process is controlled by means of the control module
current content of the destination capacitor Ck index register
CM on the basis of the output signals of the comparators K1
in the control module CM to the source capacitor C, index
and K2 until the voltage U~ on the current source capacitor C,
register in the control module CM, and also the function of the 65 observed by the use of the first comparator K1 equals zero
destination capacitor Ck is assigned to the subsequent capaciduring the period in which the function of the destination
tor in the array A whose capacitance value is twice lower than
capacitor Ck is assigned to the capacitor Co having the lowest
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capacitance value in the array A of capacitors, or the voltage
current source I. This process is controlled by means of the
U0, which increases on the capacitor Co and is simultaneously
control module CM on the basis of the output signals of the
observed by the use of the second comparator K2, equals the
comparators Kl and K2 until the voltage U~ on the current
reference voltage UL value.
source capacitor C, observed by the use of the first comparator
In the another variant of the method, after detecting the 5 Kl equals zero during the period in which the function of the
beginning of the active state of the signal on the trigger input
destination capacitor Ck is assigned to the capacitor Co having
InS by means of the control module CM, electric charge is
the lowest capacitance value in the array A of capacitors, or
delivered by the use of the current source I and accumulated
the voltage U0, which increases on the capacitor Co and is
in the sampling capacitor C,,, and at the same time the voltage
simultaneously observed by the use of the second comparator
U, increasing on the sampling capacitor C, is compared to the io K2, equals the reference voltage UL value.
converted voltage UIr, value by the use of the second comIn the another variant of the method, after detecting the
parator K2. This process is realized until the voltage U,,
beginning of the active state of the signal on the trigger input
which increases on the sampling capacitor C, equals the conInS by means of the control module CM, electric charge is
verted voltage Ulr,value. After that, the function of the source
delivered by the use of the current source I and accumulated
capacitor C, whose index is defined by the content of the 15 in the sampling capacitor C,, and at the same time the voltage
source capacitor C, index register in the control module CM is
U, increasing on the sampling capacitor C, is compared to the
assigned by means of the control module CM to the sampling
converted voltage UIr, value by the use of the second comcapacitor C, by writing the value of the index of the sampling
parator K2. This process is realized until the voltage U,,
capacitor C, to the source capacitor C, index register. At the
which increases on the sampling capacitor C, equals the consame time, the function of the destination capacitor Ck, whose 20 verted voltage Ulr,value. After that, the function of the source
index is defined by the content of the destination capacitor Ck
capacitor C~, whose index is defined by the content of the
index register in the control module CM, is assigned by means
source capacitor C, index register in the control module CM,
of the control module CM to the capacitor C„_1 having the
is assigned by means of the control module CM to the samhighest capacitance value in the array A of capacitors by
pling capacitor C, by writing the value of the index of the
writing the value of the index of the capacitor C„_1 to the 25 sampling capacitor C, to the source capacitor C, index regisdestination capacitor Ck index register. After that the process
ter. At the same time, the function of the destination capacitor
of electric charge transfer from the source capacitor C, to the
Ck, whose index is defined by the content of the destination
destination capacitor Ck is realized by the use of the current
capacitor Ck index register in the control module CM, is
source I. This process is controlled by means of the control
assigned by means of the control module CM to the capacitor
module CM on the basis of the output signals of the compara- 30 C„_1 having the highest capacitance value in the array A of
tors Kl and K2 until the voltage U~ on the current source
capacitors by writing the value of the index of the capacitor
capacitor C, observed by the use of the first comparator Kl
C„_1 to the destination capacitor Ck index register. After that,
equals zero during the period in which the function of the
the process of redistribution of accumulated charge is realized
destination capacitor Ck is assigned to the capacitor Co having
during which charge is transferred from the source capacitor
the lowest capacitance value in the array A of capacitors, or 35 C, to the destination capacitor Ck by the use of the additional
the voltage U0, which increases on the capacitor Co and is
current source J whose effectiveness is different from the
simultaneously observed by the use of the second comparator
effectiveness of the current source I. The process of charge
K2, equals the reference voltage UL value.
redistribution is controlled by means of the control module
In the another variant of the method, after detecting the
CM on the basis of the output signals of the comparators Kl
beginning of the active state of the signal on the trigger input 4o and K2 until the voltage U~ on the current source capacitor C,
InS by means of the control module CM, electric charge is
observed by the use of the first comparator Kl equals zero
delivered by the use of the current source I and accumulated
during the period in which the function of the destination
in the capacitor C„_1 having the highest capacitance value in
capacitor Ck is assigned to the capacitor Co having the lowest
the array A of capacitors and at the same time in the sampling
capacitance value in the array A of capacitors, or the voltage
capacitor C, connected in parallel to the capacitor C„_1 in the 45 U0, which increases on the capacitor Co and is simultaneously
array A of capacitors where the capacitance value of the
observed by the use of the second comparator K2, equals the
sampling capacitor C, is not smaller than the capacitance
reference voltage UL value.
value of the capacitor C„_1, and at the same time the voltage
In the another variant of the method, after detecting the
U, increasing on the sampling capacitor C, is compared to the
beginning of the active state of the signal on the trigger input
converted voltage UIr, value by the use of the second com- 50 InS by means of the control module CM, electric charge is
parator K2. This process is realized until the voltage U,,
delivered by the use of the current source I and accumulated
which increases on the sampling capacitor C, equals the conin the capacitor C„_1 having the highest capacitance value in
verted voltage UIr, value, and after that the function of the
the array A of capacitors and at the same time in the sampling
source capacitor G, whose index is defined by the content of
capacitor C, connected in parallel to the capacitor C„_1 in the
the source capacitor C, index register in the control module 55 array A of capacitors where the capacitance value of the
CM, is assigned by means of the control module CM to the
sampling capacitor C, is not smaller than the capacitance
sampling capacitor C, by writing the value of the index of the
value of the capacitor C„_1, and at the same time the voltage
sampling capacitor C, to the source capacitor C, index regisU, increasing on the sampling capacitor C, is compared to the
ter. At the same time, the function of the destination capacitor
converted voltage UIr, value by the use of the second comCk, whose index is defined by the content of the destination 60 parator K2. This process is realized until the voltage U,,
capacitor Ck index register in the control module CM, is
which increases on the sampling capacitor C, equals the conassigned by means of the control module CM to the capacitor
verted voltage U,, ,value. After that, the function of the source
C„_1 having the highest capacitance value in the array A of
capacitor C~, whose index is defined by the content of the
capacitors by writing the value of the index of the capacitor
source capacitor C, index register in the control module CM,
C„_1 to the destination capacitor Ck index register. After that, 65 is assigned by means of the control module CM to the samthe process of charge transfer from the source capacitor C, to
pling capacitor C, by writing the value of the index of the
the destination capacitor Ck is realized by the use of the
sampling capacitor C, to the source capacitor C, index regis-
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ter. At the same time, the function of the destination capacitor
non-inverting input of the first comparator K1. The bottom
Ck whose index is defined by the content of the destination
plates of all the capacitors C„_1, C„_2, .... C1, Co in the array
capacitor Ck index register in the control module CM, is
A are connected to the source of auxiliary voltage UH through
assigned by means of the control module CM to the capacitor
the change-over switches SG„_1, SG„_2, ... , SG1, Sao in the
C„_1 having the highest capacitance value in the array A of 5 array A whose moving contacts are connected to their other
capacitors by writing the value of the index of the capacitor
stationary contacts, and the first stationary contacts of the
C„_1 to the destination capacitor Ck index register. After that,
change-over switches SGn-v SGn-2. • • • . Scv Sco in the array
the process of redistribution of accumulated charge is realized
A are connected to the ground of the circuit. The first rail L is
during which charge is transferred from the source capacitor
connected to the ground of the circuit through the open first
C, to the destination capacitor Ck by the use of the additional io rail on-off switch S G,,, and to the non-inverting input of the
current source J whose effectiveness is different from the
second comparator K2 whose inverting input is connected to
effectiveness of the current source I. The process of charge
the source of the reference voltage UL. The second rail H is
redistribution is controlled by means of the control module
connected to the inverting input of the first comparator K1.
CM on the basis of the output signals of the comparators K1
Moreover, the control input of the first on-off switch SL„ and
and K2 until the voltage U~ on the current source capacitor C, 15 the control inputs of the first on-off switches SL„_ 1, SL„2, SL1,
observed by the use of the first comparator K1 equals zero
SLO in the array A and the control input of the change-over
during the period in which the function of the destination
switch SG, and the control inputs of the relevant change-over
capacitor Ck is assigned to the capacitor Co having the lowest
switches SGn-1, SGn-2. .... SG1, Sco in the arrayA are coupled
capacitance value in the array A of capacitors, or the voltage
together and connected to the relevant control outputs I„ and
U0, which increases on the capacitor Co and is simultaneously 20 I„-1, I,2.....11,10 of the set of control outputs E ofthe control
observed by the use of the second comparator K2, equals the
module CM. The control input of the second on-off switch
reference voltage UL, value.
SH and the control inputs of the second on-off switches
The apparatus according to the invention comprises an
Sx -1, Sx -v • • • . SHv Sao inthe arrayA and the control input
array of capacitors with which the converted voltage UIr, and
of the first rail on-off switch S G,,, are connected to the relthe set of control outputs E of the control module CM. The 25 evant control outputs D,,, D, 1, D„_2, .... Dl, Do and D,11 of the
control module CM is equipped with the digital output B, the
set of control outputs E of the control module CM. One end of
complete conversion signal output OutR, the trigger input InS
the current source I is connected to the second rail H, and the
and two control inputs Inl and In2 where the first control
other end of the current source I is connected to the first rail L.
input Inl is connected to the output of the first comparator K1
The control input of the current source I is connected to the
whose inputs are connected to one pair of outputs of the array 30 control outputA, ofthe control module CM. The control input
A of capacitors, and the other control input In2 of the control
of the voltage source on-off switch S is connected to the
module CM is connected to the output of the second comcontrol output AU of the control module CM.
parator K2 whose inputs are connected to the other pair of
In the another version of this apparatus variant the samoutputs of the array A. Furthermore, the source of auxiliary
pling capacitor C„ is connected in parallel to the capacitor
voltage UH together with the source of the reference voltage 35 C„_1 having the highest capacitance value in the array A of
UL, the sampling capacitor C, and the controlled current
capacitors while the capacitance value of the sampling
source I are connected to the array A of capacitors, and the
capacitor C„ is not smaller than the capacitance value of the
control input ofthe current source I is connected to the control
capacitor C, 1. At the same time, both capacitors C„ and C„_ 1
output AI of the control module CM.
are connected in parallel to the source of the converted voltThe array A in this variant of the apparatus comprises a 4o age Um, in a way that the top plate of the capacitor C„_1 in the
number of n capacitors C„_1, C„_2, ... , C1, Co, and a capaciarray A of capacitors is connected to the source of the contance value of a capacitor of a given index is twice as high as
verted voltage UIr, through the closed additional voltage
a capacitance value of the capacitor of the previous index,
source on-off switchSU _1, and the bottom plate ofthe capaciwhile a relevant bit b„_1, b„_2, ... , b1, bo in the digital output
tor C„_1 is connected to the ground of the circuit through the
B of the control module CM is assigned to each capacitor 45 change-over switch SG„_1 in the array A whose moving conC„_1, C„_2, ... , C1, Co. The sampling capacitor C„ is contact is connected to its first stationary contact, and the other
nected to the array A of capacitors, while the top plate of the
stationary contact ofthe change-over switch SG„_ 1 in the array
sampling capacitor C„ is connected to the source of the conA is connected to the source of auxiliary voltage UH. Moreverted voltage UIr, through the closed voltage source on-off
over, the top plate of the capacitor C„_1 in the array A of
switch SU and also it is connected through the closed first 50 capacitors is connected also to the first rail L through the
on-off switch SL„ to the first rail L with which the top plates of
closed first on-off switch SL„_1, in the array A. The control
all the capacitors C„_1, C„_2, ... , C1, Co in the array A of
input of the voltage source on-off switch SU and the control
capacitors are connected through the open first on-off
input of the additional voltage source on-off switch SU _1 are
switches SL„_ 1, SL„_2, .... SLI, SLO in the array A. The top plate
coupled together and connected to the control output AU of
of the capacitor C„_1 having the highest capacitance value in 55 the control module CM,
the array A of capacitors is also connected through the closed
In the another variant of the apparatus, a voltage supply
second on-off switch SH _l in the array A to the second rail H
UDD is additionally connected to the array A of capacitors.
with which the top plate of the sampling capacitor C„ is
The array A in this variant of the apparatus comprises a
connected through the open second on-off switch SH and
number of n capacitors C„_1, C„_2, .... C1, Co, and a capaciwith which the top plates of the other capacitors C„_2, ... , C1, 60 tance value of a capacitor of a given index is twice as high as
Co in the array A are also connected through the open second
a capacitance value of the capacitor of the previous index,
on-off switches Sx-2..... Sai, Sao in the arrayA. The bottom
while a relevant bit b„_1, b„_2, .... bl, bo in the digital output
plate of the sampling capacitor C„ is connected to the ground
B of the control module CM is assigned to each capacitor
of the circuit through the change-over switch SG, whose
C„_1, C„_2, ... , C1, Co. The sampling capacitor C„ is conmoving contact is connected to its first stationary contact and 65 nected to the array A of capacitors, while the top plate of the
the other stationary contact of the change-over switch SG, is
sampling capacitor C„ is connected through the closed first
connected to the source of auxiliary voltage UH and also to the
on-off switch SL„ to the first rail L with which also the top
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plates of all the capacitors C„_1, C„_ 2, .... C1, CO in the array
the array A, and the bottom plate of the capacitor C„_1 is
A of capacitors are connected through the open first on-off
connected to the ground of the circuit through the changeswitches SL„_ 1, SL„_2, .... SLI, SLO in the array A. The top plate
over switch SG„_ 1 in the array A whose moving contact is
of the capacitor C„_1 having the highest capacitance value in
connected to its first stationary contact, and the other stationthe array A of capacitors is connected through the closed 5 ary contact of the change-over switch SG„_ 1 in the array A is
second on-off switch SH _,, in the array A to the second rail H
connected to the source of auxiliary voltage UH.
with which the top plate of the sampling capacitor C, is also
In the another variant of the apparatus, the voltage supply
connected through the open second on-off switch SH and
UDD and a controlled additional current source J are conwith which the top plates of the other capacitors C„_2 , ... , C1 ,
nected to the arrayA of capacitors, and the control input of the
Co in the array A are connected through the open second io additional current source J is connected to the control output
on-off switches Sx -2..... Sai, Sao in the arrayA. The bottom
AJ of the control module CM.
plate of the sampling capacitor C, is connected to the ground
The array A in this variant of the apparatus comprises a
of the circuit through the change-over switch SG, whose
number of n capacitors C„_1, C„_2, .... C1, Co, and a capacimoving contact is connected to its first stationary contact and
tance value of a capacitor of a given index is twice as high as
the other stationary contact of the change-over switch SG, is 15 a capacitance value of the of the previous index, while a
connected to the source of auxiliary voltage UH and also to the
relevant bit b„_ 1, b„_2 , .... bl, bo in the digital output B of the
non-inverting input of the first comparator Kl. The bottom
control module CM is assigned to each capacitor C„_ 1 ,
plates of all the capacitors C„_ 1, C„_ 2, .... C1, CO in the array
C„_2, .... C1, Co. The sampling capacitor C„ is connected to
A are connected to the source of auxiliary voltage UU through
the array A of capacitors, while the top plate of the sampling
the change-over switches SG„_ 1, SG„_2, ... , Sal, Sao in the 20 capacitor C„ is connected through the closed first on-off
array A whose moving contacts are connected to their other
switch SL„ to the first rail L with which also the top plates of
stationary contacts, and the first stationary contacts of the
all the capacitors C„_1, C„_ 2 , ... , C1 , Co in the array A of
change-over switches SGn-v SGn-2. • • • . Scv SGQ in the array
capacitors are connected through the open first on-off
A are connected to the ground of the circuit. The first rail L is
switches SL„_ 1, SL„_2, ... , SL1, SLO in the array A. The top plate
connected to the ground of the circuit through the open first 25 of the sampling capacitor C„ is also connected through the
rail on-off switch S G,,, and to the non-inverting input of the
closed second on-off switch SH to the second rail H with
second comparator K2 whose inverting input is connected to
which the top plates of all the capacitors C„_1, C„_2 , ... , C1 ,
the source of the converted voltage UIr, through the voltage
Co in the array A are connected through the open second
source change-over switch SU whose moving contact is conon-off switches Sx -,, Sx-2..... Sai Sao in the array A. The
nected to its first stationary contact and the other stationary so bottom plate of the sampling capacitor C„ is connected to the
contact of the voltage source change-over switch S is conground of the circuit through the change-over switch SG,
nected to the source of the reference voltage UL, while the
whose moving contact is connected to its first stationary
second rail H is connected to the inverting input of the first
contact and the other stationary contact of the change-over
comparator Kl. The control input of the first on-off switch
switch SG, is connected to the source of auxiliary voltage UH
SL„ and the control inputs of the first on-off switches SL„_l, 35 and also to the non-inverting input of the first comparator Kl.
The bottom plates of all the capacitors C„_1, C„_ 2, ... , C1, Co
SL„_2, ... , SL1, S o in the array A and the control input of the
change-over switch SG, and the control inputs of the relevant
in the array A are connected to the source of auxiliary voltage
change-over switches SGn-1, SGn-2. • • • . SG1, SGQ in the array
UH throughthe change-over switches SG„_ 1, SG„_ 2, ... , SG1,
A are coupled together and connected to the relevant control
Sao in the array A whose moving contacts are connected to
outputs I„ and I„_l, I„_ l, ... , Il, Io of the set of control outputs 40 their other stationary contacts, and the first stationary contacts
E of the control module CM. The control input of the second
of the change-over switches SG„_1, S G„_ 2, ... , SG1, Sao in the
on-off switch SH and the control inputs of the second on-off
array A are connected to the ground of the circuit. The first rail
switches S H -1, SH -1, • • • , SHI, SHO in the array A and the
L is connected to the ground of the circuit through the open
control input of the first rail on-off switch S G,,, are connected
first rail on-off switch S G,,, and to the non-inverting input of
to the relevant control outputs D,,, D„_1, D„_ 2, .... D1, Do and 45 the second comparator K2 whose inverting input is connected
D,11 of the set of control outputs E of the control module CM.
to the source of the converted voltage U, ,through the voltage
The control input of the voltage source change-over switch
source change-over switch SU whose moving contact is conS Uis connected to the control outputA Uof the control module
nected to its first stationary contact and the other stationary
CM. One end of the current source I is connected to the
contact of the voltage source change-over switch SU is convoltage supply UDD through the current source change-over 5o nected to the source of the reference voltage UL. The second
switch SI whose moving contact is connected to its first starail H is connected to the inverting input of the first comparationary contact and the other stationary contact of the current
tor Kl. Moreover, the control input of the first on-off switch
source change-over switch SI is connected to the second rail
SL„ and the control inputs of the first on-off switches SL„_l,
H. The other end of the current source I is connected to the
SL„-2, • • • , SL1, SLO in the array A and the control input of the
first rail L. Moreover, the control input of the current source 55 change-over switch S G,and the control inputs of the relevant
change-over switch Slis connected to the control outputA, of
change-over switches SGn-v SGn-2. • • • . Scv SGQ in the array
the control module CM, and the control input of the current
A are coupled together and connected to the relevant control
source I is connected to the control output AI of the control
outputs I„ and
I, .... Il,10 of the set of control outputs
module CM.
E of the control module CM. The control input of the second
In the another version of this apparatus variant, the sam- 60 on-off switch SH and the control inputs of the second on-off
pling capacitor C,,, whose capacitance value is not smaller
switches Sx -v SH, 2..... Sav Sao in the array A and the
than the capacitance value of the capacitor C„_1 , is connected
control input of the first rail on-off switch S G , jj are connected
in parallel to the capacitor C„_1 having the highest capacitance
to the relevant control outputs D,,, D„_1, D„_ 2, .... D1, Do and
value in the array A of capacitors through the first rail L and
D,11 of the set of control outputs E of the control module CM.
through the ground of the circuit in a way that the top plate of 65 The control input of the voltage source change-over switch
the capacitor C„_ 1 in the array A of capacitors is connected to
S Ui s connected to the control outputAU of the control module
the first rail L through the closed first on-off switch
in
CM. One end of the current source I is connected to the
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voltage supply UDD. The other end of the current source I is
connected to the first rail L, with which also the other end of
the additional current source J is connected. One end of the
additional current source J is connected to the second rail H.
The control input of the current source I is connected to the 5
control outputA1of the control module CM while the control
input of the additional current source J is connected to the
control output AJ of the control module CM.
In the another version of this apparatus variant, the sampling capacitor C, whose capacitance value is not smaller io
than the capacitance value of the capacitor C„-1, is connected
in parallel to the capacitor C„-1 having the highest capacitance
value in the array A of capacitors through the first rail L and
through the ground of the circuit in a way that the top plate of
the capacitor C„-1 in the array A of capacitors is connected to 15
the first rail L through the closed first on-off switch SL„-1, in
the array A, and the bottom plate of the capacitor C„-1 is
connected to the ground of the circuit through the changeover switch SG„-, in the array A whose moving contact is
connected to its first stationary contact, and the other station- 20
ary contact of the change-over switch SG„-, in the array A is
connected to the source of auxiliary voltage UH.
The apparatus according to the invention operates as follows.
Between successive cycles of conversion of voltage values
to digital words having a number of bits equal to n, the control 25
module CM keeps the apparatus in the state of relaxation
during which the control module CM causes, by means of the
control signals provided on the outputs I, and I„-1, I„-2, ... , Il,
I0, the closure of the first on-off switches SL, and SL„-1,

SL, 2, • • • , SL , Sm and thereby the connection of the top plate 30
of the sampling capacitor C„ and of the top plates of all the
capacitors C„-1, C„-2, .... C1, Co in the array A to the first rail
L, and also the switching of the change-over switches SG,,,
SG„-1, ... , SG1, Sao and thereby the connection of thebottom
plate of the sampling capacitor C„ and also the connection of 35
the bottom plates ofthe capacitors C, 1, C„-2, .... C1, Co in the
array A to the ground of the circuit. On the other hand, by
means of the control signal provided on the output D,11, the
control module CM causes the closure of the first rail on-off
switch SG,jj and thereby the connection ofthe first rail L to the 40
ground of the circuit enforcing in this way a complete discharge of the sampling capacitor C„ and of the capacitors
C, 1, C„-2, ... , C1, Co in the array A. Afterwards, the control
module CM causes, by means of the control signal provided
on the output D, 1, the closure of the second on-off switch 45
SH-1 and thereby the connection of the second rail H to the
first rail L and to the ground of the circuit which prevents the
occurrence of a random potential on the second rail H. At the
same time, the control module CM causes, by means of the
control signals provided on the output AU the opening of the 50
voltage source on-off switch SU and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of the sampling capacitor C„ from the
source of the converted voltage U,, ,. At the same time, the
control module CM causes, by means of the control signals
provided on the output D„ and on the outputs D„-2, .... D1, Do, 55
the opening of the second on-off switches SH and
Sx -2. • • • . SH1, Sao • At the same time, the control module CM
causes, by means of the control signal provided on the output
AI, the switching off the current source I (FIG. 2). As soon as
the control module CM detects the beginning of the active 60
state of the signal on the trigger input InS ofthe apparatus, the
control module CM causes, by means of the control signal
provided on the output D,11, the opening of the first rail on-off
switch SG ,jj and thereby the disconnection of the first rail L
from the ground of the circuit. At the same time, the control 65
module CM causes, by means of the control signals provided
on the outputs I
I„-2, ... , I1, Io, the opening of the first

20
on-off switches SL„-1, SL„-2, ... , SL1, SLO and thereby the
disconnection of the top plates of all the capacitors C, 1,
C„-2, .... C1, Co in the array A from the first rail L, and also
the switching of the change-over switches SG„-1, SG„-2, ... ,
SG1, Sao and thereby the connection of the bottom plates of
the capacitors C„-1, C„-2, ... , C1, Co to the source of auxiliary
voltage UH. At the same time, by means of the control signal
provided on the output AU the control module CM causes the
closure of the voltage source on-off switch SU and thereby
the connection of the top plate of the sampling capacitor C„ to
the source of the converted voltage UIr, (FIG. 3). At the same
time, the control module CM deactivates the signal provided
on the complete conversion signal output OutR and assigns
the initial value zero to all the bits b„-1, b„-2, ... , b1, bo in the
digital word. The electric charge is accumulated in the sampling capacitor C„ during the active state of the signal on the
trigger input InS of the apparatus while the sampling capacitor C„ is the only capacitor connected at that time to the source
of the converted voltage UIr, through the closed voltage
source on-off switch SU and through the ground of the circuit. The electric charge accumulated in the sampling capacitor C„ during the active state of the signal on the trigger input
InS of the apparatus produces a voltage U, whose value is
proportional to the converted voltage Um, value.
When the control module CM detects the end of the active
state ofthe signal on the trigger input InS ofthe apparatus, the
control module CM causes, by means of the control signal
provided on the output AU the opening of the voltage source
on-off switch SU and thereby the disconnection of the top
plate of the sampling capacitor C„ from the source of the
converted voltage U. At the same time, the control module
CM causes, by means of the control signal provided on the
output I,,, the opening of the first on-off switch SL„ and
thereby the disconnection of the top plate of the sampling
capacitor C„ from the first rail L, and also the concurrent
switching of the change-over switch SG, and thereby the
connection ofthe bottom plate ofthe sampling capacitor C„ to
the source of auxiliary voltage UH. At the same time, the
control module CM causes, by means of the control signal
provided on the output D„-1, the opening of the second on-off
switch SH-1 and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of
the capacitor C„-1 from the second rail H. Next, by writing the
value of the index of the sampling capacitor C„ to the source
capacitor C, index register in the control module CM, the
control module CM assigns the function of the source capacitor C~, whose index is defined by the content of the source
capacitor C, index register, to the sampling capacitor C,,. At
the same time, the control module CM causes, by means of
the control signal provided on the output D~, the closure ofthe
second on-off switch SHE and thereby the connection of the
top plate of the source capacitor C, to the second rail H. At the
same time, by writing the value of the index of the capacitor
C, 1 having the highest capacitance value in the array A to the
destination capacitor Ck index register in the control module
CM, the control module CM assigns the function of the destination capacitor Ck whose index is defined by the content of
the destination capacitor Ck index register to the capacitor
C„-1. Then, the control module CM causes, by means of the
control signal provided on the output Ik, the closure of the first
on-off switch SLk and thereby the connection of the top plate
of the destination capacitor Ck to the first rail L, and also the
concurrent switching of the change-over switch SGk and
thereby the connection of the bottom plate of the destination
capacitor Ck to the ground of the circuit. Then, by means of
the control signal provided on the output AI, the control
module CM causes the switching on the current source I by
the use of which the charge accumulated in the source capaci-
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tor C, is transferred through the second rail H and through the
first rail L to the destination capacitor Ck (FIG. 4) while the
voltage U~ on the source capacitor C, progressively decreases
whereas at the same time the voltage Uk on the destination
capacitor C,progressively increases. In case when the voltage 5
Uk on the current destination capacitor Ck reaches the reference voltage UL value during the charge transfer, the control
module CM on the basis of the output signal of the second
comparator K2 assigns the value one to the relevant bit bk in
the digital word, and the control module CM causes, by io
means of the control signal provided on the output Ik, the
opening of the first on-off switch SLk and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of the destination capacitor Ck from
the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the
change-over switch SGk and thereby the connection of the 15
bottom plate of the destination capacitor Ck to the source of
auxiliary voltage UH. Afterwards, by reduction of the content
of the destination capacitor Ck index register by one, the
control module CM assigns the function of the destination
capacitor Ck to the subsequent capacitor in the array A whose 20
capacitance value is twice as lower as the capacitance value of
the capacitor which acted as the destination capacitor directly
before. After that, the control module CM causes, by means of
the control signal provided on the output Ik, the closure of the
first on-off switch SLk and thereby the connection of the top 25
plate of a new destination capacitor Ck to the first rail L, and
also the concurrent switching of the change-over switch SGk
and thereby the connection of the bottom plate of the destination capacitor Ck to the ground of the circuit.
In case when the voltage U~ on the source capacitor C, 30
reaches the value zero during the charge transfer, the control
module CM, on the basis of the output signal of the first
comparator Kl causes, by means of the control signal provided on the output D~, the opening of the second on-off
switch SHE and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of 35
the source capacitor C, from the second rail H. At the same
time, the control module CM causes, by means of the control
signal provided on the output Ik, the opening of the first on-off
switch SLk and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of
the destination capacitor Ck from the first rail L, and also the 40
concurrent switching of the change-over switch SGk and
thereby the connection of the bottom plate of the destination
capacitor Ck to the source of auxiliary voltage UH. Next, the
control module CM, on the basis of the output signal of the
first comparator Kl by writing the current content of the 45
destination capacitor Ck index register to the source capacitor
C, index register, assigns the function of the source capacitor
C, to the capacitor that until now has acted as the destination
capacitor Ck, and after that the control module CM causes, by
means of the control signal provided on the output D~, the 50
closure of the second on-off switch SHE and thereby the connection of the top plate of a new source capacitor C, to the
second rail H. Afterwards, by reduction of the content of the
destination capacitor Ck index register by one, the control
module CM assigns the function of the destination capacitor 55
Ck, whose index is defined by the content of the destination
capacitor Ck index register in the control module CM, to the
subsequent capacitor in the array A whose capacitance value
is twice as lower as the capacitance value of the capacitor
which acted as the destination capacitor directly before. After 60
that, the control module CM causes, by means of the control
signal provided on the output Ik, the closure of the first on-off
switch SLk and thereby the connection of the top plate of the
capacitor Ck to the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the change-over switch SGk and thereby the connection 65
of the bottom plate of the new destination capacitor Ck to the
ground of the circuit (FIG. 5).
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In both cases the control module CM continues to control
the process of charge transfer on the basis of the output
signals of both comparators Kl and K2. Each occurrence of
the active state on the output of second comparator K2 causes
the assignment of the function of the destination capacitor Ck
to the subsequent capacitor in the array A whose capacitance
value is twice as lower as the capacitance value of the capacitor which acted as the destination capacitor directly before.
On the other hand, each occurrence of the active state on the
output of first comparator Kl causes the assignment of the
function of the source capacitor C, to the capacitor that until
now has acted as the destination capacitor Ck, and at the same
time the assignment of the function of the destination capacitor Ck to the subsequent capacitor in the array A whose
capacitance value is twice as lower as the capacitance value of
the capacitor which acted as the destination capacitor directly
before.
The process of charge redistribution is terminated when the
capacitor Co having the lowest capacitance value in the array
A stops to act as the destination capacitor Ck. Such situation
occurs when the active state appears on the output of the first
comparator Kl or on the output of the second comparator K2
during charge transfer to the capacitor Co. When the active
state appears on the output of the second comparator K2, the
control module CM assigns the value one to the bit bo.
After termination of redistribution of charge accumulated
previously in the sampling capacitor C, and after assigning
the corresponding values to the bits b„_1, b„_2, ... b, bo in the
output digital word, the control module CM activates the
signal provided on the complete conversion signal output
OutR and causes introduction of the apparatus into the relaxation phase by switching off the current source I, the opening
of the voltage source on-off switch SU and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of the sampling capacitor C, from
the source of the converted voltage UIr„ also the closure of the
first on-off switches SL, and SL„_1, SL„_2, ... , SL1, SLO and
thereby the connection of the top plate of the sampling capacitor C, and the connection of the top plates of all the capacitors
C, 1, C„_2, ... , C1, Co in the array A to the first rail L, and also
the concurrent switching of the change-over switches SG„ and
SGn-i' 5G, 2. • • • . 5G1' Sco to the positions connecting the
bottom plate of the sampling capacitor C„ and the bottom
plates of the capacitors C„_1, C„_2, .... C1, Co to the ground of
the circuit. At the same time, the control module causes the
closure of the first rail on-off switch S G,,, and thereby the
connection of the first rail L to the ground of the circuit,
enforcing a complete discharge of the sampling capacitor C„
and of the capacitors C, 1, C„_2, ... , C1, Co in the array A, and
also the opening of the second on-off switches SH and
Sx -21 • • • , SH1, Sao in the array A, and also the closure of the
second on-off switch 5H,1 and thereby the connection of the
second rail H to the first rail Land to the ground of the circuit
(FIG. 2), which prevents the occurrence of a random potential
on the first rail H.
The operation of the another version of this apparatus
variant consists in that during the time when the apparatus is
kept in the state of relaxation, the control module CM causes,
by means of the control signals provided on the outputAU the
opening of the voltage source on-off switch SU and thereby
the disconnection of the top plate of the sampling capacitor C„
from the source of the converted voltage UIr„ and also the
opening of the additional voltage source on-off switch
and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of the capacitor
C„_ 1 having the highest capacitance value in the array A from
the source of the converted voltage UIr, (FIG. 6). As soon as
the control module CM detects the beginning of the active
state of the signal on the trigger input InS of the apparatus, the
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control module CM causes, by means of the control signal
index register, to the capacitor C, 1. Then, the control module
provided on the output D,11, the opening of the first rail on-off
CM causes, by means of the control signal provided on the
switch SG ,jj and thereby the disconnection of the first rail L
output Ik, the closure of the first on-off switch SLk and thereby
from the ground of the circuit. At the same time, the control
the connection of the top plate of the destination capacitor Ck
module CM causes, by means of the control signals provided 5 to the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the
on the outputs I„_2, .... I1, I0, the opening of the first on-off
change-over switch SGk and thereby the connection of the
switches SL„_2, .... SLI, SLO and thereby the disconnection of
bottom plate of the destination capacitor Ck to the ground of
the top plates of all the capacitors C„_2, .... C1, Co in the array
the circuit. Then, by means of the control signal provided on
A from the first rail L and also the switching of the changethe output Al, the control module CM causes the switching on
over switches SG„_2, ... , SGl, SGo and thereby the connection io the current source I by the use of which the charge accumuof the bottom plates of the capacitors C„_2, .... C1, Co to the
lated in the source capacitor C, is transferred through the
source of auxiliary voltage UH. At the same time, by means of
second rail H and through the first rail L to the destination
the control signal provided on the output AU the control
capacitor Ck. Next, the control module CM starts to control
module CM causes the closure of the voltage source on-off
the process of redistribution of accumulated charge that is
switch SU and thereby the connection of the top plate of the 15 terminated when the capacitor Co having the lowest capacisampling capacitor C, to the source of the converted voltage
tance value in the array A stops to act as the destination
UIr„ and also the closure of the additional voltage source
capacitor Ck. After that the control module CM activates the
on-off switch SU _1 and thereby the connection of the top
signal provided on the complete conversion signal output
plate of the capacitor C„_1 in the array A of capacitors to the
OutR, and causes introducing the apparatus into the relaxsource of the converted voltage Um, (FIG. 7). At the same 2o ation phase again.
time, the control module CM deactivates the signal provided
The another variant of the apparatus operates as follows.
on the complete conversion signal output OutR and assigns
Between successive cycles of conversion of voltage values to
the initial value zero to all the bits b„_l, b„_2, ... , bl, bo in the
digital words having a number of bits equal to n, the control
digital word. The electric charge is accumulated in the capacimodule CM keeps the apparatus in the state of relaxation
tor C„_1 and at the same time in the sampling capacitor C, 25 during which the control module CM causes, by means of the
connected in parallel to the capacitor C„_1 in the array A of
control signals provided on the outputs I, and I„_1, ... , I1, Io,
capacitors which are the only capacitors connected at that
the closure of the first on-off switches SL, and SL, _1, ... , SLI,
time to the source of the converted voltage UIr, through the
SLO and thereby the connection of the top plate of the samclosed voltage source on-off switch SU and through the
pling capacitor C, and the connection of the top plates of all
closed additional voltage source on-off switch SU _1 and 30 the capacitors C„_l, C„_2, ... , C1, Co in the array A to the first
through the ground of the circuit.
rail L, and also the switching of the change-over switches
When the control module CM detects the end of the active
SG,,, SG, _1, ... , SG1, Sao and thereby the connection of the
state of the signal on the trigger input InS of the apparatus, the
bottom plate of the sampling capacitor C„ and the connection
control module CM causes, by means of the control signal
of the bottom plates of the capacitors C„_ 1, ... , C1, Co in the
provided on the output AU the opening of the voltage source 35 array A to the ground of the circuit. On the other hand, by
on-off switch SU and thereby the disconnection of the top
means of the control signal provided on the output D,11, the
plate of the sampling capacitor C, from the source of the
control module CM causes the closure of the first rail on-off
converted voltage UIr„ and also the concurrent opening of the
switch SG,,, and thereby the connection of the first rail L to the
additional voltage source on-off switch S U_ 1 and thereby the
ground of the circuit enforcing in this way a complete disdisconnection of the top plate of the capacitor C„_1 from the 40 charge of the sampling capacitor C„ and of the capacitors
source of the converted voltage U,, ,. At the same time, the
C„_1, ... , C1, Co in the array A. Afterwards, the control
control module CM causes by means of the control signal
module CM causes, by means of the control signal provided
provided on the output I,,, the opening of the first on-off
on the output D„_1, the closure of the second on-off switch
switch SL, and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of
SH_ l and thereby the connection of the second rail H to the
the sampling capacitor C, from the first rail L, and also the 45 first rail L and to the ground of the circuit which prevents the
concurrent switching of the change-over switch SG, and
occurrence of a random potential on the second rail H. At the
thereby the connection of the bottom plate of the sampling
same time, the control module CM causes, by means of the
capacitor C, to the source of auxiliary voltage UH. At the
control signals provided on the output AU the switching of
same time, the control module CM causes, by means of the
the voltage source change-over switch SU and thereby the
control signal provided on the output D, 1, the opening of the 50 connection of the inverting input of the second comparator
second on-off switch SH _ l and thereby the disconnection of
K2 to the source of the reference voltage UL. At the same time,
the top plate of the capacitor C„_1 from the second rail H.
the control module CM causes, by means of the control sigNext, by writing the value of the index of the sampling capacinals provided on the output D„ and on the outputs D„_2, ... ,
tor C, to the source capacitor C, index register in the control
D1, Do, the opening of the second on-off switches SH and
module CM, the control module CM assigns the function of 55 Sx-2. • • • . SH1, Sao• At the same time, the control module CM
the source capacitor C~, whose index is defined by the content
causes, by means of the control signal provided on the output
of the source capacitor C, index register, to the sampling
AI, the switching off the current source I, and on the other
capacitor C,. At the same time, the control module CM
hand, by means of the control signal provided on the output
causes, by means of the control signal provided on the output
AS, the switching of the current source change-over switch SI
D~, the closure of the second on-off switch SHE, and thereby 6o and thereby the connection of the one end of the current
the connection of the top plate of the source capacitor C, to the
source Ito the voltage supply UDD (FIG. 9).
second rail H. At the same time, by writing the value of the
As soon as the control module CM detects the beginning of
index of the capacitor C„_1 having the highest capacitance
the active state of the signal on the trigger input InS of the
value in the array A to the destination capacitor Ck index
apparatus, the control module CM causes, by means of the
register in the control module CM, the control module CM 65 control signal provided on the output AU the switching of the
assigns the function of the destination capacitor Ck, whose
voltage source change-over switch SU and thereby the conindex is defined by the content of the destination capacitor Ck
nection of the inverting input of the second comparator K2 to
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the source of the converted voltage UIN. At the same time, the
index register to the capacitor C„_1. Then, the control module
control module CM causes, by means of the control signal
CM causes, by means of the control signal provided on the
provided on the output D,11, the opening of the first rail on-off
output Ik, the closure of the first on-off switch SLk and thereby
switch SG ,jj and thereby the disconnection of the first rail L
the connection of the top plate of the destination capacitor Ck
from the ground of the circuit. At the same time, the control 5 to the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the
module CM causes, by means of the control signals provided
change-over switch SGk and thereby the connection of the
on the outputs I„_1, I, ... , I1, Io, the opening of the first
bottom plate of the destination capacitor Ck to the ground of
on-off switches SL„_1, SL„_2, .... SLI, SLO and thereby the
the circuit. Afterwards, the charge accumulated in the source
disconnection of the top plates of all the capacitors C„_l,
capacitor C, is transferred through the second rail H and
C„_2, .... C1, Co in the arrayA from the first rail L and also the io through the first rail L to the destination capacitor Ck (FIG. 4)
switching ofthe change-over switches SG„_1, SG„_2, ... , Sal,
while the voltage U~ on the source capacitor C, progressively
Sao and thereby the connection of the bottom plates of the
decreases whereas at the same time the voltage Uk on the
capacitors C„_1, C„_2, .... C1, Co to the source of auxiliary
destination capacitor Ck progressively increases.
voltage UH. At the same time, the control module CM causes,
In case when the voltage Uk on the current destination
by means of the control signal provided on the output AI, the 15 capacitor Ckreaches the reference voltage UL value during the
switching on the current source I (FIG. 10). At the same time,
charge transfer, the control module CM on the basis of the
the control module CM deactivates the signal provided on the
output signal of the second comparator K2 assigns the value
complete conversion signal output OutR and assigns the inione to the relevant bit bk in the digital word, and the control
tial value zero to all the bits b, 1, b„_2, .... b1, bo in the digital
module CM causes, by means of the control signal provided
word. The electric charge delivered by the use of the current 20 on the output Ik, the opening of the first on-off switch SLk and
source I is accumulated in the sampling capacitor C„ which is
thereby the disconnection of the top plate of the destination
the only capacitor connected at that time to the other end of
capacitor Ck from the first rail L, and also the concurrent
the current source I through the first rail L and through the
switching of the change-over switch SGk and thereby the
closed first on-off switch SL,,. Accumulation of charge in the
connection of the bottom plate of the destination capacitor Ck
sampling capacitor C„ causes a progressive increase of the 25 to the source of auxiliary voltage UH. Afterwards, by reducvoltage U, on that capacitor which is compared by the second
tion of the content of the destination capacitor Ck index regcomparator K2 to the converted voltage UIr, value.
ister by one, the control module CM assigns the function of
When the voltage U, increasing on the sampling capacitor
the destination capacitor Ck to the subsequent capacitor in the
C„ reaches the converted voltage UIr, value which represents
array A whose capacitance value is twice as lower as the
the mapping of the converted voltage U,, ,value to the portion 30 capacitance value of the capacitor which acted as the destiof electric charge proportional to this value and accumulated
nation capacitor directly before. After that, the control modin the sampling capacitor C,,, the control module CM on the
ule CM causes, by means ofthe control signal provided on the
basis of the output signal of the second comparator K2 causes,
output Ik, the closure of the first on-off switch SLk and thereby
by means of the control signal provided on the output L, the
the connection of the top plate of a new destination capacitor
opening of the first on-off switch SL„ and thereby the discon- 35 Ck to the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the
nection of the top plate of the sampling capacitor C„ from the
change-over switch SGk and thereby the connection of the
first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the changebottom plate of the destination capacitor Ck to the ground of
over switch SG, and thereby the connection of the bottom
the circuit.
plate of the sampling capacitor C„ to the source of auxiliary
In case when the voltage U~ on the source capacitor C,
voltage UH. At the same time, the control module CM causes, 4o reaches the value zero during the charge transfer, the control
by means of the control signal provided on the output D„_1,
module CM, on the basis of the output signal of the first
the opening of the second on-off switch SH _l and thereby the
comparator K1 causes, by means of the control signal prodisconnection of the top plate of the capacitor C„_1 from the
vided on the output D~, the opening of the second on-off
second rail H. At the same time, the control module CM
switch SHE and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of
causes, by means ofthe control signals provided on the output 45 the source capacitor C, from the second rail H. At the same
AU the switching of the voltage source change-over switch
time, the control module CM causes, by means of the control
SU and thereby the connection of the inverting input of the
signal provided on the output Ik, the opening of the first on-off
second comparator K2 to the source of the reference voltage
switch SLk and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of
UL. Next, the control module CM causes, by means of the
the destination capacitor Ck from the first rail L, and also the
control signal provided on the output As, the switching of the 50 concurrent switching of the change-over switch SGk and
current source change-over switch S1and thereby the connecthereby the connection of the bottom plate of the destination
tion of the one end of the current source Ito the second rail H.
capacitor Ck to the source of auxiliary voltage UH. Next, the
Next, by writing the value ofthe index of the sampling capacicontrol module CM, on the basis of the output signal of the
tor C„ to the source capacitor C, index register in the control
first comparator K1 by writing the current content of the
module CM, the control module CM assigns the function of 55 destination capacitor Ck index register to the source capacitor
the source capacitor C, whose index is defined by the content
C, index register, assigns the function of the source capacitor
of the source capacitor C, index register to the sampling
C, to the capacitor that until now has acted as the destination
capacitor C,,. At the same time, the control module CM
capacitor Ck, and after that, the control module CM causes, by
causes, by means of the control signal provided on the output
means of the control signal provided on the output D~, the
D~, the closure of the second on-off switch SHE and thereby the 60 closure of the second on-off switch SHE and thereby the conconnection of the top plate of the source capacitor C, to the
nection of the top plate of a new source capacitor C, to the
second rail H. At the same time, by writing the value of the
second rail H. Afterwards, by reduction of the content of the
index of the capacitor C„_1 having the highest capacitance
destination capacitor Ck index register by one, the control
value in the array A to the destination capacitor Ck index
module CM assigns the function of the destination capacitor
register in the control module CM, the control module CM 65 Ck, whose index is defined by the content of the destination
assigns the function of the destination capacitor Ck whose
capacitor Ck index register in the control module CM, to the
index is defined by the content of the destination capacitor Ck
subsequent capacitor in the array A whose capacitance value
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is twice as lower as the capacitance value of the capacitor
which acted as the destination capacitor directly before.
Then, the control module CM causes, by means of the control
signal provided on the output Ik, the closure of the first on-off
switch Sik and thereby the connection of the top plate of the 5
destination capacitor Ck to the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the change-over switch SGk and thereby
the connection of the bottom plate of the destination capacitor
Ck to the ground of the circuit (FIG. 5).
In both cases, the control module CM continues to control 10
the process of charge transfer on the basis of the output

signals of both comparators K1 and K2. Each occurrence of
the active state on the output of second comparator K2 causes
the assignment of the function of the destination capacitor Ck 15
to the subsequent capacitor in the array A, whose capacitance
value is twice as lower as the capacitance value of the capacitor, which acted as the destination capacitor directly before.
On the other hand, each occurrence of the active state on the
output of first comparator K1 causes the assignment of the 20
function of the source capacitor C, to the capacitor that until
now has acted as the destination capacitor Ck, and at the same
time the assignment of the function of the destination capacitor Ck to the subsequent capacitor in the array A whose
capacitance value is twice as lower as the capacitance value of 25
the capacitor which acted as the destination capacitor directly
before.
The process of charge redistribution is terminated when the
capacitor Co having the lowest capacitance value in the array
A stops to act as the destination capacitor Ck. Such situation 30
occurs when the active state appears on the output of the first
comparator K1 or on the output of the second comparator K2
during charge transfer to the capacitor Co. When the active
state appears on the output of the second comparator K2, the
control module CM assigns the value one to the bit b0.
35
After termination of redistribution of charge delivered by
the use of the current source I and accumulated previously in
the sampling capacitor C, and after assigning the corresponding values to the bits b„-1, b-21... , bl, bo in the output digital
word, the control module CM activates the signal provided on 40
the complete conversion signal output OutR and causes introduction of the apparatus into the relaxation phase by switching off the current source I, also the switching of the current
source change-over switch SI and thereby the connection of
the one end of the current source Ito the voltage supply UDD, 45
also the switching of the voltage source change-over switch
S Uto the position connecting the inverting input of the second
comparator K2 to the source of the reference voltage UL, also
the closure of the first on-off switches SL„ and SL„-1,
SL„-2, • • • , SL1, Sm and thereby the connection of the top plate 50
of the sampling capacitor C„ and the connection of the top
plates of all the capacitors C, 1, C„-2, .... C1, Co in the array
A to the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the
change-over switches SG„ and SG„-1, SG„-2, ... , SG1, Sao to
the positions connecting the bottom plate of the sampling 55
capacitor C„ and the bottom plates of the capacitors C, 1,
C„-2, .... C1, Co to the ground of the circuit. At the same time,
the control module causes the closure of the first rail on-off
switch SG,,, and thereby the connection of the first rail L to the
ground of the circuit, enforcing a complete discharge of the 60
sampling capacitor C„ and of the capacitors C, 1, C„-2, ... ,
C1, Co in the array A, and also the opening of the second
on-off switches SH and Sx -v .... Sai I Sao in the array A,
and also the closure of the second on-off switch 5H,1 and
thereby the connection of the second rail H to the first rail L 65
and to the ground of the circuit (FIG. 9) which prevents the
occurrence of a random potential on the first rail H.
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The operation of the another version of this apparatus
variant consists in that as soon as the control module CM
detects the beginning of the active state of the signal on the
trigger input InS of the apparatus, the control module CM
causes, by means of the control signal provided on the output
AU the switching of the voltage source change-over switch
SU and thereby the connection of the inverting input of the
second comparator K2 to the source of the converted voltage
UIN,. At the same time, the control module CM causes, by
means of the control signal provided on the output D,11, the
opening of the first rail on-off switch SG,,, and thereby the
disconnection of the first rail L from the ground of the circuit.
At the same time, the control module CM causes, by means of
the control signals provided on the outputs I„-z, ... , I1, I0, the
opening of the first on-off switches Si„-2, ... , SL1, 5L0 and
thereby the disconnection of the top plates of all the capacitors C, 2..... C1, Co in the arrayA from the first rail Land also
the switching of the change-over switches SG„-2, • • • , S G1, 5G0
and thereby the connection of the bottom plates of the capacitors C„-z, .... C1, Co to the source of auxiliary voltage UH. At
the same time, the control module CM causes, by means of
the control signal provided on the output Al, the switching on
the current source I (FIG. 13). At the same time, the control
module CM deactivates the signal provided on the complete
conversion signal output OutR and assigns the initial value
zero to all the bits b„-1, b„-2, .... b1, bo in the digital word. The
electric charge is accumulated in the capacitor C, 1 and at the
same time in the sampling capacitor C„ connected in parallel
to the capacitor C„-1 in the array A of capacitors which are the
only capacitors connected at that time to the other end of the
current source I through the first rail L and through the closed
first on-off switches SL„ and SL„-1.
When the voltage U„ increasing on the sampling capacitor
C„ reaches the converted voltage UIr, value, the control module CM on the basis of the output signal of the second comparator K2 causes, by means of the control signal provided on
the output L, the opening of the first on-off switch SL„ and
thereby the disconnection of the top plate of the sampling
capacitor C„ from the first rail L, and also the concurrent
switching of the change-over switch SG„ and thereby the
connection of the bottom plate of the sampling capacitor C„ to
the source of auxiliary voltage UH. At the same time, the
control module CM causes, by means of the control signal
provided on the output D„-1, the opening of the second on-off
switch 5H,1' and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of
the capacitor C„-1 from the second rail H, and on the other
hand, by means of the control signals provided on the output
AU the switching of the voltage source change-over switch
SU and thereby the connection of the inverting input of the
second comparator K2 to the source of the reference voltage
UL. Next, the control module CM causes, by means of the
control signal provided on the output AS, the switching of the
current source change-over switch S1and thereby the connection of the one end of the current source Ito the second rail H.
Next, by writing the value of the index of the sampling capacitor C„ to the source capacitor C, index register in the control
module CM, the control module CM assigns the function of
the source capacitor C, whose index is defined by the content
of the source capacitor C, index register to the sampling
capacitor C,,. At the same time, the control module CM
causes, by means of the control signal provided on the output
D~, the closure of the second on-off switch SHE and thereby the
connection of the top plate of the source capacitor C, to the
second rail H. At the same time, by writing the value of the
index of the capacitor C, 1 having the highest capacitance
value in the array A to the destination capacitor Ck index
register in the control module CM, the control module CM
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assigns the function of the destination capacitor Ck whose
switch SG ,jj and thereby the disconnection of the first rail L
index is defined by the content of the destination capacitor Ck
from the ground of the circuit. At the same time, the control
index register to the capacitor C„_1. Then, the control module
module CM causes, by means of the control signals provided
CM causes, by means of the control signal provided on the
on the outputs I
I„_2, ... , I1, Io, the opening of the first
output Ik, the closure of the first on-off switch SLk and thereby 5 on-off switches SL„_1, SL„_2, ... , SL1, SLO and thereby the
the connection of the top plate of the destination capacitor Ck
disconnection of the top plates of all the capacitors C„_1,
to the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the
C„_2, .... C1, Co in the array A from the first rail L, and also
change-over switch SGk and thereby the connection of the
the switching of the change-over switches SG„_ l, SG„_2, ... ,
bottom plate of the destination capacitor Ck to the ground of
SGl, SGo and thereby the connection of the bottom plates of
the circuit. Afterwards, the charge accumulated in the source io the capacitors C„_1, C„_2, ... , C1, Co to the source of auxiliary
capacitor C, is transferred through the second rail H and
voltage UH. At the same time, the control module CM causes,
through the first rail L to the destination capacitor Ck (FIG.
by means of the control signal provided on the output AI, the
11). Next, the control module CM starts to control the process
switching on the current source I (FIG. 16). At the same time,
of redistribution of accumulated charge that is terminated
the control module CM deactivates the signal provided on the
when the capacitor Co having the lowest capacitance value in 15 complete conversion signal output OutR and assigns the inithe array A stops to act as the destination capacitor Ck. After
tial value zero to all the bits b, 1, b„_2, .... b1, bo in the digital
that the control module CM activates the signal provided on
word. The electric charge delivered by the use of the current
the complete conversion signal output OutR, and causes
source I is accumulated in the sampling capacitor C„ which is
introducing the apparatus into the relaxation phase again.
the only capacitor connected at that time to the other end of
The another variant of the apparatus operates as follows. 20 the current source I through the first rail L and through the
Between successive cycles of conversion of voltage values to
closed first on-off switch SL,,. Accumulation of charge in the
digital words having a number of bits equal to n, the control
sampling capacitor C„ causes a progressive increase of the
module CM keeps the apparatus in the state of relaxation
voltage U, on that capacitor which is compared by the second
during which the control module CM causes, by means of the
comparator K2 to the converted voltage UIr, value.
control signals provided on the outputs I, and I
I„_2, ... , Il, 25
When the voltage U„ increasing on the sampling capacitor
I0, the closure of the first on-off switches SL,,, and SL„_l,
C„ reaches the converted voltage UIr, value which represents
the mapping of the converted voltage Um, value to the portion
SL, 2, • • • , SL1, Sm and thereby the connection of the top plate
of the sampling capacitor C„ and the connection of the top
of electric charge proportional to this value and accumulated
plates of all the capacitors C„_1, C„_2, .... C1, Co in the array
in the sampling capacitor C,,, the control module CM on the
A to the first rail L, and also the switching of the change-over so basis of the output signal ofthe second comparator K2 causes,
switches SG, and SG, _1, ... , SGl, SGo and thereby the conby means of the control signal provided on the output AI, the
nection of the bottom plate of the sampling capacitor C„ and
switching off the current source I, and also by means of the
the connection of the bottom plates of the capacitors
control signal provided on the output I,,, the opening of the
C„_1, ... , C1, Co in the array A to the ground of the circuit. On
first on-off switch SL„ and thereby the disconnection of the
the other hand, by means of the control signal provided on the 35 top plate ofthe sampling capacitor C, from the first rail L, and
output D,11, the control module CM causes the closure of the
also the concurrent switching of the change-over switch SG,
first rail on-off switch SG ,jj and thereby the connection of the
and thereby the connection of the bottom plate of the samfirst rail L to the ground of the circuit enforcing in this way a
pling capacitor C„ to the source of auxiliary voltage UH. At
complete discharge of the sampling capacitor C„ and of the
the same time, the control module CM causes, by means of
capacitors C„_1, ... , C1, Co in the array A. Afterwards, the 40 the control signals provided on the output AU the switching
control module CM causes, by means of the control signal
of the voltage source change-over switch S U and thereby the
provided on the output D,,, the closure of the second on-off
connection of the inverting input of the second comparator
switch SH and thereby the connection of the second rail H to
K2 to the source of the reference voltage UL. Next, by writing
the first rail L and to the ground of the circuit which prevents
the value of the index of the sampling capacitor C„ to the
the occurrence of a random potential on the second rail H. At 45 source capacitor C, index register in the control module CM,
the same time, the control module CM causes, by means of
the control module CM assigns the function of the source
the control signals provided on the output AU the switching
capacitor C, whose index is defined by the content of the
of the voltage source change-over switch S U and thereby the
source capacitor C, index register to the sampling capacitor
connection of the inverting input of the second comparator
C,,. At the same time, by writing the value of the index of the
K2 to the source ofthe reference voltage UL. At the same time, 50 capacitor C„_1 having the highest capacitance value in the
the control module CM causes, by means of the control sigarray A to the destination capacitor Ck index register in the
nals provided on the output D„_1, D„_2, .... D1, Do, the
control module CM, the control module CM assigns the funcopening of the second on-off switches Sx-,, Sx2..... Sai,
tion of the destination capacitor Ck whose index is defined by
SHO. At the same time, the control module CM causes, by
the content ofthe destination capacitor Ck index register to the
means of the control signal provided on the output AI the 55 capacitor C„_1. Then, the control module CM causes, by
switching off the current source I, and on the other hand, by
means of the control signal provided on the output Ik, the
means of the control signal provided on the output A, the
closure of the first on-off switch SLk and thereby the connecswitching off the additional current source J (FIG. 15).
tion of the top plate of the destination capacitor Ck to the first
As soon as the control module CM detects the beginning of
rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the change-over
the active state of the signal on the trigger input InS of the 60 switch SGk and thereby the connection of the bottom plate of
apparatus, the control module CM causes, by means of the
the destination capacitor Ck to the ground of the circuit. Next,
control signal provided on the outputAU the switching of the
the control module CM causes, by means of the control signal
voltage source change-over switch SU and thereby the conprovided on the output A, the switching on the additional
nection of the inverting input of the second comparator K2 to
current source J by the use of which the charge accumulated
the source of the converted voltage UIN. At the same time, the 65 in the source capacitor C, is transferred through the second
control module CM causes, by means of the control signal
rail H and through the first rail L to the destination capacitor
provided on the output D,11, the opening of the first rail on-off
Ck (FIG. 17) while the voltage U~ on the source capacitor C,
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progressively decreases whereas at the same time the voltage
Uk on the destination capacitor Ck progressively increases.
In case when the voltage Uk on the current destination
capacitor Ckreaches the reference voltage UL value during the
charge transfer, the control module CM on the basis of the 5
output signal of the second comparator K2 assigns the value
one to the relevant bit bk in the digital word, and the control
module CM causes, by means of the control signal provided
on the output Ik, the opening of the first on-off switch SLk and
thereby the disconnection of the top plate of the destination io
capacitor Ck from the first rail L and also the concurrent
switching of the change-over switch SGk and thereby the
connection of the bottom plate of the destination capacitor Ck
to the source of auxiliary voltage UH. Afterwards, by reduction of the content of the destination capacitor Ck index reg- 15
ister by one, the control module CM assigns the function of
the destination capacitor Ck to the subsequent capacitor in the
array A whose capacitance value is twice as lower as the
capacitance value of the capacitor which acted as the destination capacitor directly before. After that the control module 20
CM causes, by means of the control signal provided on the
output Ik, the closure of the first on-off switch SLk and thereby
the connection of the top plate of a new destination capacitor
Ck to the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the
change-over switch SGk and thereby the connection of the
bottom plate of the destination capacitor Ck to the ground of 25
the circuit.
In case when the voltage U~ on the source capacitor C,
reaches the value zero during the charge transfer, the control
module CM, on the basis of the output signal of the first
comparator K1 causes, by means of the control signal pro- 30
vided on the output D~, the opening of the second on-off
switch SHE and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of
the source capacitor C, from the second rail H. At the same
time, the control module CM causes, by means of the control
signal provided on the output Ik, the opening of the first on-off 35
switch SLk and thereby the disconnection of the top plate of
the destination capacitor Ck from the first rail L, and also the
concurrent switching of the change-over switch SGk and
thereby the connection of the bottom plate of the destination
capacitor Ck to the source of auxiliary voltage UH. Next, the 40
control module CM, on the basis of the output signal of the
first comparator K1, by writing the current content of the
destination capacitor Ck index register to the source capacitor
C, index register, assigns the function of the source capacitor
C, to the capacitor that until now has acted as the destination
capacitor Ck, and after that, the control module CM causes, by 45
means of the control signal provided on the output D~, the
closure of the second on-off switch SHE and thereby the connection of the top plate of a new source capacitor C, to the
second rail H. Afterwards, by reduction of the content of the
destination capacitor Ck index register by one, the control 50
module CM assigns the function of the destination capacitor
Ck, whose index is defined by the content of the destination
capacitor Ck index register in the control module CM, to the
subsequent capacitor in the array A, whose capacitance value
is twice as lower as the capacitance value of the capacitor, 55
which acted as the destination capacitor directly before. After
that, the control module CM causes, by means of the control
signal provided on the output Ik, the closure of the first on-off
switch SLk and thereby the connection of the top plate of the
capacitor Ck to the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the change-over switch SGk and thereby the connection 60
of the bottom plate of the new destination capacitor Ck to the
ground of the circuit (FIG. 18).
In both cases the control module CM continues to control

to the subsequent capacitor in the array A whose capacitance
value is twice as lower as the capacitance value of the capacitor which acted as the destination capacitor directly before.
On the other hand, each occurrence of the active state on the
output of the first comparator K1 causes the assignment of the
function of the source capacitor C, to the capacitor that until
now has acted as the destination capacitor Ck, and at the same
time the assignment of the function of the destination capacitor Ck to the subsequent capacitor in the array A, whose
capacitance value is twice as lower as the capacitance value of
the capacitor which acted as the destination capacitor directly
before. The process of charge redistribution is terminated
when the capacitor Co having the lowest capacitance value in
the array A stops to act as the destination capacitor Ck. Such
situation occurs when the active state appears on the output of
the first comparator K1, or on the output of the second comparator K2 during charge transfer to the capacitor Co.
When the active state appears on the output of the second
comparator K2, the control module CM assigns the value one
to the bit bo. After termination of redistribution of charge
delivered by the use of the current source I and accumulated
previously in the sampling capacitor C, and after assigning
the corresponding values to the bits b„_l, b„_2, .... b1, bo in the
output digital word, the control module CM activates the
signal provided on the complete conversion signal output
OutR and causes introduction of the apparatus into the relaxation phase by switching off the additional current source J,
also the switching of the voltage source change-over switch
S Uto the position connecting the inverting input of the second
comparator K2 to the source of the reference voltage UL, also
the closure of the first on-off switches SL,,, and SL„_l,
SL„-2, • • • , SL1, Sm and thereby the connection of the top plate
of the sampling capacitor C„ and the connection of the top
plates of all the capacitors C„_1, C„_2, .... C1, Co in the array
A to the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the
change-over switches SG„ and SG„_1, SG„_2, ... , SG1, Sao to
the positions connecting the bottom plate of the sampling
capacitor C„ and the bottom plates of the capacitors C„_1,
C„_2, .... C1, Co to the ground of the circuit. At the same time,
the control module causes the closure of the first rail on-off
switch SG ,jj and thereby the connection of the first rail L to the
ground of the circuit, enforcing a complete discharge of the
sampling capacitor C„ and of the capacitors C„_1, C„_2, ... ,
C1, Co in the array A, and also the opening of the second
on-off switches 5H,1' Sx -2..... Sav Sao in the array A, and
also the closure of the second on-off switch SH and thereby
the connection of the second rail H to the first rail L and to the
ground of the circuit (FIG. 15), which prevents the occurrence
of a random potential on the first rail H.
The operation of the another version of this apparatus
variant consists in that as soon as the control module CM
detects the beginning of the active state of the signal on the
trigger input InS of the apparatus, the control module CM
causes, by means of the control signal provided on the output
AU the switching of the voltage source change-over switch
Su and thereby the connection of the inverting input of the
second comparator K2 to the source of the converted voltage
UIN,. At the same time, the control module CM causes, by
means of the control signal provided on the output D,11, the
opening of the first rail on-off switch 5G ,jj and thereby the
disconnection of the first rail L from the ground of the circuit.
At the same time, the control module CM causes, by means of
the control signals provided on the outputs I„_z, ... , I1, Io, the
opening of the first on-off switches SL„_2, ... , SL1, SLO and
thereby the disconnection of the top plates of all the capacitors C„_2, .... C1, Co in the arrayA from the first rail Land also
the process of charge transfer on the basis of the output
the switching of the change-over switches SG„_v • • • , S G„ 5G0
signals of both comparators K1 and K2. Each occurrence of 65 and thereby the connection of the bottom plates of the capacithe active state on the output of second comparator K2 causes
tors C„_2, .... C1, Co to the source of auxiliary voltage UH. At
the assignment of the function of the destination capacitor Ck
the same time, the control module CM causes, by means of
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the control signal provided on the output AI the switching on
the current source I (FIG. 19). At the same time, the control
module CM deactivates the signal provided on the complete
conversion signal output OutR and assigns the initial value
zero to all the bits b, 1, b, 2, ... b, bo in the digital word. The
electric charge is accumulated in the capacitor C„_1 and at the
same time in the sampling capacitor C, connected in parallel
to the capacitor C„_i in the array A of capacitors which are the
only capacitors connected at that time to the other end of the
current source I through the first rail L and the closed first
on-off switches Si, and SL„_ i.
When the voltage U, increasing on the sampling capacitor
C, reaches the converted voltage UIr, value, the control module CM on the basis of the output signal of the second comparator K2 causes, by means of the control signal provided on
the outputA1, the switching off the current source I, and on the
other hand, by means of the control signal provided on the
output I,,, the opening of the first on-off switch Si, and
thereby the disconnection of the top plate of the sampling
capacitor C, from the first rail L, and also the concurrent
switching of the change-over switch SG, and thereby the
connection of the bottom plate of the sampling capacitor C, to
the source of auxiliary voltage UH. At the same time, the
control module CM causes, by means of the control signals
provided on theoutputAU the switching of the voltage source
change-over switch SU and thereby the connection of the
inverting input of the second comparator K2 to the source of
the reference voltage UL. Next, by writing the value of the
index of the sampling capacitor C, to the source capacitor C,
index register in the control module CM, the control module
CM assigns the function of the source capacitor C, whose
index is defined by the content of the source capacitor C,

index register to the sampling capacitor C,,. At the same time,
by writing the value of the index of the capacitor C„_, having
the highest capacitance value in the array A to the destination
capacitor Ck index register in the control module CM, the
control module CM assigns the function of the destination
capacitor Ck whose index is defined by the content of the
destination capacitor Ck index register to the capacitor C„_i .
Then, the control module CM causes, by means of the control
signal provided on the output Ik, the closure of the first on-off
switch Sik and thereby the connection of the top plate of the
destination capacitor Ck to the first rail L, and also the concurrent switching of the change-over switch SGk and thereby
the connection of the bottom plate of the destination capacitor
Ck to the ground of the circuit. Next, the control module CM
causes, by means of the control signal provided on the output
A, the switching on the additional current source J by the use
of whichthe charge is transferred from the source capacitor C,
through the second rail H and through the first rail L to the
destination capacitor Ck (FIG. 17). Next, the control module
CM starts to control the process of redistribution of accumulated charge that is terminated when the capacitor Co having
the lowest capacitance value in the array A stops to act as the
destination capacitor Ck. After that the control module CM
activates the signal provided on the complete conversion signal output OutR, and causes introducing the apparatus into
the relaxation phase again.
ABBREVIATIONS
A array of capacitors
CM control module
K1 first comparator
K2 second comparator
I current source
J additional current source
UL source of the reference voltage
UH source of auxiliary voltage
UIr, source of the converted voltage
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UDD voltage supply
InS trigger input
Inl first control input of the control module
In2 second control input of the control module
5 B digital output of the control module
E set of control outputs of the control module
OutR complete conversion signal output
L first rail
H second rail
10 C, 1 , C-21... , C1, Co capacitors in the array of capacitors
C, sampling capacitor
C, source capacitor
Ck destination capacitor
Ui, U_2, ... , U1, Uo voltages on the capacitors in the array
15
of capacitors
U, voltage on the sampling capacitor
U~ voltage on the source capacitor
Uk voltage on the destination capacitor
b„_ i, b-21....b1, bo bits in the digital word
20 SL„ first on-off switch
SH second on-off switch
SG„ change-over switch
Si„-i, 5L, 2, • • • , SL11 Sio first on-off switches in the array of
capacitors
25 Sx -1, Sx -2. • • • . 5H1, Sao second on-off switches in the array
of capacitors
SG„-v SG„-v • • • , S G„ Sao change-over switches in the array
of capacitors
SGQZZ first rail on-off switch
source on-off switch
30 5U
SU _ i additional voltage source on-off switch
SU voltage source change-over switch
Sr current source change-over switch
Ai, A, As, AU control outputs of the control module
3s I,,, I
I, .... Ii, Io control outputs of the control module
D,,, D„_1, D„_2, .... D1, Do, DG ,jj control outputs of the control
module
The invention claimed is:
1. A method for conversion of a voltage value to a digital
40 word consisting in mapping the voltage value to a portion of
electric charge proportional to this voltage value, while
charge is accumulated in at least one capacitor, and in assigning the digital word having a number of bits denoted by n
characterized in that after detecting a beginning of an active
45 state of a signal on a trigger input (InS) by means of a control
module (CM), the converted voltage value is mapped to the
portion of electric charge proportional to this converted voltage value, and the portion of charge is accumulated in a
sampling capacitor (C„) by connecting the sampling capaci50 tor (C„) in parallel to a source of the converted voltage (U”)
during the active state of the signal on the trigger input (InS),
while a duration of the active state of the signal on the trigger
input (InS) is not shorter than an assumed minimum value,
and after detecting an end of the active state of the signal on
55 the trigger input (InS) by means of the control module (CM),
a function of a source capacitor (C.) whose index is defined by
a content of a source capacitor (C.) index register in the
control module (CM) is assigned by means of the control
module (CM) to the sampling capacitor (C„) by writing a
60 value of the index of the sampling capacitor (C„) to the source
capacitor (C.) index register, and at the same time a function
of a destination capacitor (Ck) whose index is defined by the
content of a destination capacitor (Ck) index register in the
control module (CM) is assigned by means of the control
65 module (CM) to a capacitor (C„_ i) having the highest capacitance value in an array (A) of capacitors while a capacitance
value of each capacitor (C„_1, C„_2, .... C1, Co) of a given
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index is twice as high as a capacitance value of a capacitor of
converted voltage (U,,) during the active state of the signal on
a previous index by writing the value of the index of the
the trigger input (InS), and after detecting the end of the active
capacitor (C„_1) to the destination capacitor (Ck) index regisstate of the signal on the trigger input (InS) by means of the
ter, and after that, the process of redistribution of the accucontrol module (CM), the function of the source capacitor
mulated charge in capacitors in the array (A) is realized and 5 (G) whose index is defined by the content of the source
during this process the charge accumulated in the source
capacitor (G) index register in the control module (CM) is
capacitor (G) is transferred to the destination capacitor (Ck)
assigned by means of the control module (CM) to the samby the use of a current source (I), and at the same time a
pling capacitor (C„) by writing the value of the index of the
voltage (Uk) increasing on the destination capacitor (Ck) is
sampling capacitor (C„) to the source capacitor (G) index
compared to a reference voltage (UL) value by the use of a io register, and also the function of the destination capacitor
second comparator (K2), and also a voltage (U~) on the source
(Ck), whose index is defined by the content of the destination
capacitor (G) is observed by the use of a first comparator
capacitor (Ck) index register in the control module (CM), is
(K1), and when the voltage (Ui) on the source capacitor (G)
assigned by means of the control module (CM) to the capaciobserved by the use of the first comparator (K1) equals zero
tor (C„_1) having the highest capacitance value in the array
during the charge transfer, the function of the source capacitor 15 (A) of capacitors by writing the value of the index of the
(Ci) is assigned to the current destination capacitor (Ck) by
capacitor (C„_1) to the destination capacitor (Ck) index regismeans of the control module (CM) on the basis of an output
ter, and after that the process of electric charge transfer from
signal of the first comparator (K1) by writing a current conthe source capacitor (Ci) to the destination capacitor (Ck) is
tent of the destination capacitor (Ck) index register in the
realized by the use of the current source (I), while this process
control module (CM) to the source capacitor (Ci) index reg- 20 is controlled by means of the control module (CM) on the
ister in the control module (CM), and also the function of the
basis of the output signals of the comparators (K1) and (K2)
destination capacitor (Ck) is assigned by reducing the content
until the voltage (U~) on the current source capacitor (G)
of the destination capacitor (Ck) index register by one to a
observed by the use of the first comparator (K1) equals zero
subsequent capacitor in the array (A) whose capacitance
during the period in which the function of the destination
value is twice lower than a capacitance value of a capacitor 25 capacitor (Ck) is assigned to the capacitor (Co) having the
that operated as the destination capacitor directly before, and
lowest capacitance value in the array (A) of capacitors, or the
charge transfer from a new source capacitor (G) to a new
voltage (U0), which increases on the capacitor (Co) and is
destination capacitor (Ck) is continued by the use of the curobserved simultaneously by the use of the second comparator
rent source (I), and when the voltage (U on the destination
(K2), equals the reference voltage (UL) value.
capacitor (Ck) observed by the use of the second comparator 30
3. The method for conversion as claimed in claim 1 char(K2) equals the reference voltage (UL) value during the transacterized in that after detecting the beginning of the active
fer of charge from the source capacitor (G) to the destination
state of the signal on the trigger input (InS) by means of the
capacitor (Ck), the function of the destination capacitor (Ck) is
control module (CM), electric charge is delivered by the use
assigned by reducing the content of the destination capacitor
of the current source (I) and accumulated in the sampling
(Ck) index register by one by means of the control module 35 capacitor (C„), and at the same time the voltage (U,) increas(CM) on the basis of an output signal of the second comparaing on the sampling capacitor (C„) is compared to the contor (K2) to the subsequent capacitor in the array (A) whose
verted voltage (Um,) value by the use of the second comparacapacitance value is twice lower than the capacitance value of
tor (K2), which is realized until the voltage (U,), which
the capacitor that operated as the destination capacitor
increases on the sampling capacitor (C„) equals the converted
directly before, and also the charge transfer from the source 40 voltage (U,,) value, and after that, the function of the source
capacitor (G) to a new destination capacitor (Ck) is contincapacitor (G) whose index is defined by the content of the
ued, while this process is still controlled by means of the
source capacitor (G) index register in the control module
control module (CM) on the basis of the output signals of the
(CM) is assigned by means of the control module (CM) to the
comparators (K1) and (K2) until the voltage (UJ) on the
sampling capacitor (C„) by writing the value of the index of
source capacitor (G) observed by the use of the first com- 45 the sampling capacitor (C„) to the source capacitor (G) index
parator (K1) equals zero during the period in which the funcregister, and also the function of the destination capacitor (Ck)
tion of the destination capacitor (Ck) is assigned to the capaciwhose index is defined by the content of the destination
tor (Co) having the lowest capacitance value in the array (A)
capacitor (Ck) index register in the control module (CM) is
of capacitors, or the voltage (U0) increasing on the capacitor
assigned by means of the control module (CM) to the capaci(Co) and observed at the same time by the use of the second 50 tor (C„_1) having the highest capacitance value in the array
comparator (K2) equals the reference voltage (UL) value
(A) of capacitors by writing the value of the index of the
while the value one is assigned to these bits in the digital word
capacitor (C„_1) to the destination capacitor (Ck) index regiscorresponding to the capacitors in the array (A) of capacitors
ter, and after that, the process of electric charge transfer from
on which the voltage equal to the reference voltage (UL) value
the source capacitor (G) to the destination capacitor (Ck) is
has been obtained, and the value zero is assigned to the other 55 realized by the use of the current source (I), while this process
bits by means of the control module (CM).
is controlled by means of the control module (CM) on the
2. The method for conversion as claimed in claim 1 charbasis of the output signals of the comparators (K1) and (K2)
acterized in that after detecting the beginning of the active
until the voltage (U~) on the current source capacitor (G)
state of the signal on the trigger input (InS) by means of the
observed by the use of the first comparator (K1) equals zero
control module (CM), electric charge is accumulated in the 6o during the period in which the function of the destination
capacitor (C„_1) having the highest capacitance value in the
capacitor (Ck) is assigned to the capacitor (Co) having the
array (A) of capacitors and at the same time in the sampling
lowest capacitance value in the array (A) of capacitors, or the
capacitor (C„) connected in parallel to the capacitor (C„_1) in
voltage (U0), which increases on the capacitor (Co) and is
the array (A) of capacitors, where the capacitance value of the
observed simultaneously by the use of the second comparator
sampling capacitor (C„) is not smaller than the capacitance 65 (K2), equals the reference voltage (UL) value.
value of the capacitor (C„_1), by connecting at the same time
4. The method for conversion as claimed in claim 1 charboth capacitors (C„) and (C„_1) in parallel to the source of the
acterized in that after detecting the beginning of the active
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state of the signal on the trigger input (InS) by means of the
source (I) and the process of charge redistribution is concontrol module (CM), electric charge is delivered by the use
trolled by means of the control module (CM) on the basis of
of the current source (I) and accumulated at the same time in
the output signals of the comparators (K1) and (K2) until the
the capacitor (C„_1) having the highest capacitance value in
voltage (U~) on the current source capacitor (Ci) observed by
the array (A) of capacitors and in the sampling capacitor (C„) 5 the use of the first comparator (K1) equals zero during the
connected in parallel to the capacitor (C, 1) in the array (A) of
period in which the function of the destination capacitor (Ck)
capacitors where the capacitance value of the sampling
is assigned to the capacitor (Co) having the lowest capacicapacitor (C„) is not smaller than the capacitance value of the
tance value in the array (A) of capacitors, or the voltage (U0),
capacitor (C„_1), and at the same time the voltage (U,)
which increases on the capacitor (Co) and is observed simulincreasing on the sampling capacitor (C„) is compared to the io taneously by the use of the second comparator (K2), equals
converted voltage (Um,) value by the use of the second comthe reference voltage (UL) value.
parator (K2), which is realized until the voltage (U,), which
6. The method for conversion as claimed in claim 1 charincreases on the sampling capacitor (C„) equals the converted
acterized in that after detecting the beginning of the active
voltage (U,, ,) value, and after that the function of the source
state of the signal on the trigger input (InS) by means of the
capacitor (G) whose index is defined by the content of the 15 control module (CM), electric charge is delivered by the use
source capacitor (G) index register in the control module
of the current source (I) and accumulated in the capacitor
(CM) is assigned by means of the control module (CM) to the
(C, 1) having the highest capacitance value in the array (A) of
sampling capacitor (C„) by writing the value of the index of
capacitors and at the same time in the sampling capacitor (C„)
the sampling capacitor (C„) to the source capacitor (Ci) index
connected in parallel to the capacitor (C, 1) in the array (A) of
register, and also the function of the destination capacitor (Ck) 20 capacitors where the capacitance value of the sampling
whose index is defined by the content of the destination
capacitor (C„) is not smaller than the capacitance value of the
capacitor (Ck) index register in the control module (CM) is
capacitor (C„_1), and at the same time the voltage (U,)
assigned by means of the control module (CM) to the capaciincreasing on the sampling capacitor (C„) is compared to the
tor (C„_1) having the highest capacitance value in the array
converted voltage (Um,) value by the use of the second com(A) of capacitors by writing the value of the index of the 25 parator (K2), which is realized until the voltage (U,), which
capacitor (C„_1) to the destination capacitor (Ck) index regisincreases on the sampling capacitor (C„) equals the converted
ter, and after that, the process of charge transfer from the
voltage (U,,) value, and after that, the function of the source
source capacitor (G) to the destination capacitor (Ck) is realcapacitor (G) whose index is defined by the content of the
ized by the use of the current source (I), while this process is
source capacitor (Ci) index register in the control module
controlled by means of the control module (CM) on the basis 30 (CM) is assigned by means of the control module (CM) to the
of the output signals of the comparators (K1) and (K2) until
sampling capacitor (C„) by writing the value of the index of
the voltage (Ui) on the current source capacitor (Ci) observed
the sampling capacitor (C„) to the source capacitor (Ci) index
by the use of the first comparator (K1) equals zero during the
register, and also the function of the destination capacitor (Ck)
period in which the function of the destination capacitor (Ck)
whose index is defined by the content of the destination
is assigned to the capacitor (Co) having the lowest capaci- 35 capacitor (Ck) index register in the control module (CM) is
tance value in the array (A) of capacitors, or the voltage (U0),
assigned by means of the control module (CM) to the capaciwhich increases on the capacitor (Co) and is observed simultor (C„_1) having the highest capacitance value in the array
taneously by the use of the second comparator (K2), equals
(A) of capacitors by writing the value of the index of the
the reference voltage (UL) value.
capacitor (C„_1) to the destination capacitor (Ck) index regis5. The method for conversion as claimed in claim 1 char- 40 ter, and after that, the process of redistribution of accumulated
acterized in that after detecting the beginning of the active
electric charge is realized during which charge is transferred
state of the signal on the trigger input (InS) by means of the
from the source capacitor (G) to the destination capacitor
control module (CM) electric charge is delivered by the use of
(Ck) by the use of the additional current source (J) whose
the current source (I) and accumulated in the sampling
effectiveness is different from the effectiveness of the current
capacitor (C„), and at the same time the voltage (U,) increas- 45 source (I) and the process of charge redistribution is coning on the sampling capacitor (C„) is compared to the controlled by means of the control module (CM) on the basis of
verted voltage (U,,) value by the use of the second comparathe output signals of the comparators (K1) and (K2) until the
tor (K2), which is realized until the voltage (U,), which
voltage (U~) on the current source capacitor (Ci) observed by
increases on the sampling capacitor (C„) equals the converted
the use of the first comparator (K1) equals zero during the
voltage (Um,) value, and after that, the function of the source 50 period in which the function of the destination capacitor (Ck)
capacitor (G) whose index is defined by the content of the
is assigned to the capacitor (Co) having the lowest capacisource capacitor (G) index register in the control module
tance value in the array (A) of capacitors, or the voltage (U0),
(CM) is assigned by means of the control module (CM) to the
which increases on the capacitor (Co) and is observed simulsampling capacitor (C„) by writing the value of the index of
taneously by the use of the second comparator (K2), equals
the sampling capacitor (C„) to the source capacitor (Ci) index 55 the reference voltage (UL) value.
register, and also the function of the destination capacitor (Ck)
7. An apparatus for conversion of a voltage value to a
whose index is defined by the content of the destination
digital word comprising an array of capacitors and at least one
capacitor (Ck) index register in the control module (CM) is
comparator connected to a control module equipped with a
assigned by means of the control module (CM) to the capacidigital output where control outputs of the control module are
tor (C„_1) having the highest capacitance value in the array 60 connected to the array of capacitors characterized in that a
(A) of capacitors by writing the value of the index of the
source of the converted voltage (Um,) is connected to the array
capacitor (C„_1) to the destination capacitor (Ck) index regis(A) of capacitors whose control inputs are connected to a set
ter, and after that, the process of redistribution of accumulated
of control outputs (E) of the control module (CM), and also
electric charge is realized during which charge is transferred
the control module (CM) is equipped with a digital output
from the source capacitor (Ci) to the destination capacitor 65 (B), a complete conversion signal output (OutR), a trigger
(Ck) by the use of the additional current source (J) whose
input (InS) and two control inputs (Inl) and (1n2) where the
effectiveness is different from the effectiveness of the current
first control input (Inl) is connected to an output of a first
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comparator (K1) whose inputs are connected to one pair of
outputs of the array (A) of capacitors, and the other control
input (1n2) of the control module (CM) is connected to an
output of the second comparator (K2) whose inputs are connected to the other pair of outputs of the array (A), and 5
furthermore, a source of auxiliary voltage (UH) together with
a source of the reference voltage (UL), a sampling capacitor
(C„) and a controlled current source (I) are connected to the
array (A) of capacitors, and a control input of the current
source (I) is connected to a control output (AI) of the control to
module (CM).
8. The apparatus as claimed in claim 7 characterized in that
the array (A) of capacitors comprises a number of n capacitors
(C,1, C-21 .... C1, Co), and a capacitance value of a capacitor
of a given index is twice as high as a capacitance value of the 15
capacitor of a previous index, and the sampling capacitor (C„)
is connected to the array (A) of capacitors, while the top plate
of the sampling capacitor (C„) is connected to the source of
the converted voltage (Um,) through a closed voltage source
on-off switch (S,,) and also it is connected through a closed 20
first on-off switch (SL,) to a first rail (L) with which top plates
of all the capacitors (C„-1, C-21 .... C1, Co) in the array (A)
of capacitors are connected through open first on-off switches
(SL„-1, SL, 2, ... , SL1, SLO), while the top plate of a capacitor
(C„- 1) having the highest capacitance value in the array (A) of 25
capacitors is also connected through a closed second on-off
switch (SH -1) to a second rail (H) with which the top plate of
the sampling capacitor (C„) is also connected through an open
second on-off switch (SH,) and with which the top plates of
the other capacitors (C-21... , C1, Co) in the array (A) are 30
connected through the open second on-off switches
(Sx 2..... SH1, Sao), and the bottom plate of the sampling
capacitor (C„) is connected to the ground of the circuit
through a change-over switch (SG,) whose moving contact is
connected to its first stationary contact and the other station- 35
ary contact of the change-over switch (SG,) is connected to
the source of auxiliary voltage (UH) and also to a non-inverting input of the first comparator (K1), while the bottom plates
of all the capacitors (C„-1, C-21 .... C1, Co) in the array (A)
are connected to the source of auxiliary voltage (UH) through 40
the change-over switches (SG„-1, SG„-2, .... SGl , SGo) whose
moving contacts are connected to their other stationary contacts, and the first stationary contacts of the change-over
switches (SG„-,, SG, 2, ... , SG1, Smso) are connected to the
ground of the circuit, whereas the first rail (L) is connected to 45
the ground of the circuit through an open first rail on-off
switch (SG,,,) and to a non-inverting input of the second
comparator (K2) whose inverting input is connected to the
source of the reference voltage (UL), while the second rail (H)
is connected to an inverting input of the first comparator (K1), 50
and moreover, a control input of the first on-off switch (SL„)
and control inputs of the first on-off switches (SL„-1,
SL, 2, • • • , SLI, Sm) in the array (A) and a control input of the
change-over switch (SG„) and control inputs of the relevant
change-over switches (SGn-1, SGn-2. • • • . SG1, Sco) in the array 55
(A) are coupled together and connected to relevant control
outputs (I„) and (I
I„-2, ... , I1 , Io) of the set of control
outputs (E) of the control module (CM), while a control input
of the second on-off switch (SH) and control inputs of the
second on-off switches (S u -1, Sx 2..... Sai, Sao) in the 60
array (A) and a control input of the first rail on-off switch
(SG,,,) are connected to relevant control outputs (D„), (D„- 1 ,
D„-2, .... D1 , Do) and (D,11) of the set of control outputs (E)
of the control module (CM), while one end of the current
source (I) is connected to the second rail (H), and the other 65
end of the current source (I) is connected to the first rail (L),
and the control input of the current source (I) is connected to

the control output (AI) of the control module (CM), whereas
a control input of the voltage source on-off switch (S,) is
connected to a control output (Au) of the control module
(CM).
9. The apparatus as claimed in claim 8 characterized in that
the sampling capacitor (C„) is connected in parallel to the
capacitor (C„- 1) having the highest capacitance value in the
array (A) of capacitors while the capacitance value of the
sampling capacitor (C„) is not smaller than the capacitance
value of the capacitor (C, 1), and at the same time both
capacitors (C„) and (C„- 1) are connected in parallel to the
source of the converted voltage (U,,) in a way that the top
plate of the capacitor (C„- 1) in the array (A) of capacitors is
connected to the source of the converted voltage (Um,)
through the closed additional voltage source on-off switch
(SL;,a-1), and the bottom plate of the capacitor (C„- 1) is connected to the ground of the circuit through the change-over
switch (So„- 1) whose moving contact is connected to its first
stationary contact, and the other stationary contact of the
change-over switch (SG„-1) is connected to the source of
auxiliary voltage (UH), and moreover, the top plate of the
capacitor (C„- 1) in the array (A) of capacitors is connected
also to the first rail (L) through the closed first on-off switch
(SL„-1), whereas the control input of the voltage source on-off
switch (SU) and the control input of the additional voltage
source on-off switch (S, 1) are coupled together and connected to the control output (AU) of the control module (CM).
10. The apparatus as claimed in claim 7 characterized in
that a voltage supply (UDD) is additionally connected to the
array (A) of capacitors.
11. The apparatus as claimed in claim 10 characterized in
that the array (A) of capacitors comprises a number of n
capacitors (C, 1, C„-2, ... , C1 , Co), anda capacitance value of
a capacitor of a given index is twice as high as a capacitance
value of the capacitor of the previous index, and the sampling
capacitor (C„) is connected to the array (A) of capacitors,
while the top plate of the sampling capacitor (C„) is connected
through the closed first on-off switch (SL„) to the first rail (L)
with which also the top plates of all the capacitors (C, 1 ,
C„-2, .... C1, Co) in the array (A) of capacitors are connected
through the open first on-off switches (SL„-1, SL„-2, ... , SL1,
SLO), while the top plate of the capacitor (C„- 1 ) having the
highest capacitance value in the array (A) of capacitors is also
connected through the closed second on-off switch (SH -1) to
the second rail (H) with which the top plate of the sampling
capacitor (C„) is also connected through the open second
on-off switch (SH,) and with which the top plates of the other
capacitors (C„-2, .... C1, Co) in the array (A) are connected
through the open second on-off switches (Sx -v .... SHP
SHO), and the bottom plate of the sampling capacitor (C„) is
connected to the ground of the circuit through the changeover switch (SG,) whose moving contact is connected to its
first stationary contact and the other stationary contact of the
change-over switch (SG,) is connected to the source of auxiliary voltage (UH) and also to the non-inverting input of the
first comparator (K1), while the bottom plates of all the
capacitors (C, 1, C„-Z, .. . C1 , Co) in the array (A) are
connected to the source of auxiliary voltage (UH) through the
change-over switches (SG„-1, SG„-2, ... , SG1, Sao) whose
moving contacts are connected to their other stationary contacts, and the first stationary contacts of the change-over
switches (SG„-1, SG„-2 , ... , SG1, Sao) are connected to the
ground of the circuit, whereas the first rail (L) is connected to
the ground of the circuit through the open first rail on-off
switch (SG,,,) and to the non-inverting input of the second
comparator (K2) whose inverting input is connected to the
source of the converted voltage (U,, ,) through the voltage
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source change-over switch (SU) whose moving contact is
connected to its first stationary contact and the other stationary contact of the voltage source change-over switch (SU) is
connected to the source of the reference voltage (UL), while
the second rail (H) is connected to the inverting input of the
first comparator (K1), and moreover, the control input of the
first on-off switch (SL,) and the control inputs of the first
on-off switches (Si„-,, SL, 2, ... , SL1, SLQ) in the array (A)
and the control input of the change-over switch (SG,) and the
control inputs of the relevant change-over switches (SG„-1,
SG„-2, • • • , SG1, Sao) in the array (A) are coupled together and
connected to the relevant control outputs (I„) and
1„-2, • • • , 11 , I) of the set of control outputs (E) of the control
module (CM), while the control input of the second on-off
switch (SH) and the control inputs of the second on-off
switches (Sx -v Sx -v .... Sav Sao) in the array (A) and the
control input of the first rail on-off switch (SG,,,) are connected to the relevant control outputs (D„), (D„- 1 , D„-z, ... ,
D1, Do) and (D,11) of the set of control outputs (E) of the
control module (CM), whereas the control input of the voltage source change-over switch (SU) is connected to the control output (AU) of the control module (CM) while one end of
the current source (I) is connected to the voltage supply (UDD)
through the current source change-over switch (Sr) whose
moving contact is connected to its first stationary contact and
the other stationary contact of the current source change-over
switch (Sr) is connected to the second rail (H), and the other
end of the current source (I) is connected to the first rail (L),
and moreover, the control input of the current source changeover switch (Sr) is connected to the control output (As) of the
control module (CM), and the control input of the current
source (I) is connected to the control output (Ar) of the control
module (CM).
12. The apparatus as claimed in claim 11 characterized in
that the sampling capacitor (C„), whose capacitance value is
not smaller than the capacitance value of the capacitor (C, 1),
is connected in parallel to the capacitor (C, 1) having the
highest capacitance value in the array (A) of capacitors
through the first rail (L) and through the ground of the circuit
in a way that the top plate of the capacitor (C„ - 1 ) in the array
(A) of capacitors is connected to the first rail (L) through the
closed first on-off switch (Si„-1), and the bottom plate of the
capacitor (C„- 1) is connected to the ground of the circuit
through the change-over switch (SG„-1) whose moving contact is connected to its first stationary contact, and the other
stationary contact of the change-over switch (SG„-1) is connected to the source of auxiliary voltage (UH).
13. The apparatus as claimed in claim 7 characterized in
that the voltage supply (UDD) and a controlled additional
current source (J) are connected to the array (A) of capacitors,
and the control input of the additional current source (J) is
connected to the control output (Ad) of the control module
(CM).
14. The apparatus as claimed in claim 13 characterized in
that the array (A) of capacitors comprises a number of n
capacitors (C,1, C-21 .... C1, Co), and a capacitance value of
a capacitor of a given index is twice as high as a capacitance
value of the capacitor of the previous index, and the sampling
capacitor (C„) is connected to the array (A) of capacitors,
while the top plate ofthe sampling capacitor (C,) is connected
through the closed first on-off switch (SL„) to the first rail (L)
with which also the top plates of all the capacitors (C, 1 ,
C-21.... C1, Co) in the array (A) of capacitors are connected
through the open first on-off switches (Si„-i, Si„-2 , ... , SL1,
SLQ), while the top plate of the sampling capacitor (C„) is also
connected through the closed second on-off switch (SH) to
the second rail (H) with which the top plates of all the capaci-
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tors (C, 1 , C-21 .... C1, Co) in the array (A) are connected
through the open second on-off switches (Sx -v Sx -v ... .
SHi, SHO), and the bottom plate of the sampling capacitor (C„)
is connected to the ground of the circuit through the changeover switch (SG,) whose moving contact is connected to its
first stationary contact and the other stationary contact of the
change-over switch (SG,) is connected to the source of auxiliary voltage (UH) and also to the non-inverting input of the
first comparator (K1), while the bottom plates of all the
capacitors (C, 1, C-21.. . C1, Co) in the array (A) are
connected to the source of auxiliary voltage (UH) through the
change-over switches (SG„-1, S G„-2, ... , Simi, Sao) whose
moving contacts are connected to their other stationary contacts, and the first stationary contacts of the change-over
switches (SG„-i, S G„-2, ... , Simi, Sao) are connected to the
ground of the circuit, whereas the first rail (L) is connected to
the ground of the circuit through the open first rail on-off
switch (S ,,,) and to the non-inverting input of the second
comparator (K2) whose inverting input is connected to the
source of the converted voltage (U1ya) through the voltage
source change-over switch (SU) whose moving contact is
connected to its first stationary contact and the other stationary contact of the voltage source change-over switch (SU) is
connected to the source of the reference voltage (UL), while
the second rail (H) is connected to the inverting input of the
first comparator (K1), and moreover, the control input of the
first on-off switch (SL„) and the control inputs of the first
on-off switches (Si„-i, Si„-2, ... , SL1, SLQ) in the array (A)
and the control input of the change-over switch (SG,) and the
control inputs of the relevant change-over switches (SG„-1,
SG„-2, • • • , Simi , Sao) in the array (A) are coupled together and
connected to the relevant control outputs (I„) and (I„-i,
1„-2, • • • , I, I) of the set of control outputs (E) of the control
module (CM), while the control input of the second on-off
switch (SH) and the control inputs of the second on-off
switches (Sx -,, Sx-2..... Sai, Sao) in the array (A) and the
control input of the first rail on-off switch (SG,,,) are connected to the relevant control outputs (D„), (D„- 1, D„-z, ... ,
D1, Do) and (D,,,) of the set of control outputs (E) of the
control module (CM), whereas the control input of the voltage source change-over switch (S) is connected to the control output (AU) of the control module (CM) while one end of
the current source (I) is connected to the voltage supply (UDD)
and the other end of the current source (I) is connected to the
first rail (L), with which also the other end of the additional
current source (J) is connected whereas one end of the additional current source (J) is connected to the second rail (H),
and the control input of the current source (I) is connected to
the control output (Ar) of the control module (CM) while the
control input of the additional current source (J) is connected
to the control output (Ad) of the control module (CM).
15. The apparatus as claimed in claim 14 characterized in
that the sampling capacitor (C„), whose capacitance value is
not smaller than the capacitance value of the capacitor (C, 1),
is connected in parallel to the capacitor (C, 1) having the
highest capacitance value in the array (A) of capacitors
through the first rail (L) and through the ground of the circuit
in a way that the top plate of the capacitor (C, 1 ) in the array
(A) of capacitors is connected to the first rail (L) through the
closed first on-off switch (Si„-1), and the bottom plate of the
capacitor (C„ - 1) is connected to the ground of the circuit
through the change-over switch (SG„-1) whose moving contact is connected to its first stationary contact, and the other
stationary contact of the change-over switch (SG„-1) is connected to the source of auxiliary voltage (UH).

